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Pacheco
changes
date of
.
.
rettrement
-

.

System president
announced he will
retire in December,
months ahead of
original date
BY .JASON GRANGER

News Editor
University of Missouri President
Miumel T. Pacheco announced Friday
that he will retire months before
originally announced, adding urgency
to the selection committee-'s search
for a replacement.
Pacheco has decided to accept the
system-wide early retirement option,
which he believes will pay him
approximately $30,000 in pension
benefits.
According to his announcement,
Pacheco is eager to return to the
research and writing fields he left
when he was 31 to become a college
administrator. He specialized in
language acquisition theory while he
was involved in research.
Pacheco took over the post of
Uruvorsity of Missouri. system
president in 1900 after reviously
presiding over the Universi l of
Arizona sysieni.
The search for a new replacement
now becomes urgent for the selection
committee who has been attempting
to narrow the field from a preliminary
list of approximately 80' candidates to
around 14 individuals.
The committee has tried to keep
the names of the candidates
confidential, but there have been
rumors some "non-traditional"
candidates.
Names
mentioned
include
Missouri Attorney General Jay Nixon
and former Missouri Governor. Roger
Wilson, neither of whom have a
background in education. Neither
Nixon or WIlson is commenting on
the status of their candidacy, claiming
it is "a little premature" to speculate
on their chances. Neither have gone
so far as to deny their candidacy,
however.
The selection board had been
attempting to adhere to its original
assertion that the new president be
selected by December. Now, with
Pacheco's announcement, they ha,ve
been forced to step up the selection
process.
The board is hoping to narrow the
number of candidates to eight at the
next executive session.
Pacheco's announcement comes at
a time when the board is already
trying to find a replacement for UMSt Louis Chancellor Blanche Touhill,
who announced her retirement earlicr
. this academic. year. Like Pachero, she
has decided to accept the University's
offer of early retirement.
Board President John Mathes said
Pacheco's decision to retire had no
bearing on Touhill's announcement.
Neither PachecO nor Touhill were
available for comment at the time of
the announcement

Infonnatioll for this story was
contributed by the St. Louis PostDispatch and its website,
stltoday. com.
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MELISSA McCRARY

News Editor & Staff Wn'ter
Murder rocked the small village of
Bel-Nor Wednesday, October 2. BelNor, which has a population of just
under 1,600, is located across the street
from the UM-St. Louis north canipus,
and part of the UM-St. Louis south
campus falls inside the village's
boundaries.
Police dispatchers received a call
from 35-year-old John H. Smith Jr. He
reported a possible burglary in
progress at his residence.
Bel-Nor police dispatched officers
to his residence to investigate the
report. When the police arrived at his
home. in the 3000 block of Nordic,
they found Smith injured, his wife,
Subrenia Smith, dead and'his two sons
(ages 7 and 11) unharmed. Police said
the injuries were inflicted via gunfire,
but a make and caliber has not been
released at this junc.ture. Police are
pursumg le.ads about the murder
weapon.

Upon touring his
home, Smith told

po(ice a .;12 cQliber
rill e, a sound
mixer, two drum
machines and some
audio monitors
were missing.
The police are continuing to gather

information about the shooting but
have yet to make any arrests.
The two children were taken to stay
at a relative's house, while Smith was
admitted to the hospital for his injuries.
Smith was shot in the arm and leg.
Smith was treated and released
from the hospital. His wife, who

Mike Sherwinl l be Currenl

Police tape SUfTOunds the home Of John and Subrenla Smith In the
3000 block of Nordic In the small village of Bef-Nor. The police were
dispatched to investigate a robbery in progress, and when they
arrived at the scene, they found Mrs. Smith shot to death and Mr.
Smith with gunshot wounds to the ann and leg. He was treated and

worked
for
the
Veterans
AOministration, was found dead at the
scene.
Upon touring his home, Smith told
police a .22 caliber rifle, a sound
mixer, two drum machines and some
audio monitors were missing. Police
do not believe the rifle was used in the
killing.
Smith, who produces amateur

released, at which point he notified the police that several items were
missing from his home, including a .22 caliber rifle. Police officials do
not believe the rifle was used in the attack, but officials have yet to
release the identity of the murder weapon. The St. Louis County
Major Case Squad has been called In to take over the investigation.

music in his basement when he is not man Smith did not see well enough to
working his day jobs; driving a beer gi ve an accurate description.
truck and operating a cleaning
Police believe that the motive of the
business, said he was unaware wbat suspects' break-in was to steal Smith's
happened to his wife when the police stereo equipment. The police arrived at
this conclusion when they found stereo
arrived at his borne.
Smith described the perpetrators as . pieces in the yard.
two African-American males. One of
Bel-Nor's police department is
the perpetrators was wearing a black pursuing leads but warns that the two
hooded sweatshirt and jeans. The other suspects are stili at large. Until they are

captured, the police urge caution in
and around Bel-Nor.
Bel-Nor is considered by its
residents to be generally a quiet area,
and this kind of crime is infrequent.
However. police warn that people
should still take appropriate steps to
secure thcir bomes and vehicles.
see MURDER, page 10

HI nt seeks st dent voters
'We want people to
participate in
democracy, ' Blunt
said. 'Our enemies
believe that
common people do
not have the ability
to govern
themselves. '

Sara Quiroz! The CIITTfinI

Missouri Secretary of State Matt Blunt gave a press conference Friday, September 27th in the
Century .Room of the MSC. The event, sponSored by the ASsociated Students of the University of
Missouri (ASUM), was on the topi~ of student voting and political action. Blunt encouraged students
to vote in the upcoming November elections.

BY WILL MELTON
·· ··

·si;jjw;;ie~··

.................

. Secretary of State Matt Blunt
came to UM-St. Louis on September
27, to encoumge students to vote in
the upcoming November elections.
Dixie Kohn, vice-chancellor of
university relations, started things
out and set the tone for the

conference by quoting Scholastic
magazine:
"Politics
is
your
business." The event was part of the
Associated
Students
of
the
University of. Missouri's (ASUM)
voting drive, "Complaining is
Nothing; Voting is Everything." The
goal is to register as many student
voters as possible by the November
5 elections. It has become easier for

students to vote thanks to the efforts
of ASUM student lobbyists.
Elizabeth Grindstaff, assistant
legislative director for ASUM and a
former lobbyist, spoke next. She
addressed the problems the election
reform bill is facing. Apparently not
all .of the county clerks are
interpreting the bill in the way it was
intended. She knows this because

-Secretary of State
Matt Blunt
she was one of the students who
actively participated in passing the
reform that would make voting
easier for students by allowing them
to register and vote at either their
home or university addresses.
ASUM board member Courtney
Stirrat was next at the podium, and
she talked of the "political apathy of
the young" and how "every student
has something to gain or lose from
state or national elections."
Blimt took the stage and joked,
"you saved the best for last." Blunt
praised ASUM and University of
Missouri students for playing an

important role in getting the election
refonn bill passed. He called all
students to action.
"We want people to participate in
democracy," Blunt said. "Our
enemies believe that common people
do not have the ability to govern
themselves." He insisted that people
must govern themselves and that all
people possess "an inuate goociness.
an innate genius."
Blunt discussed the discouraging
statistics of political apathy among
the young. In the last presidential
election, less than 30% of people
ages 18-24 voted. He concluded by
thanking all of the local election
authorities for their commitment to
democracy and good elections,
Student turnout for the event was
low. Shayla Turner, programming
director for ASUM, called the
student turnout for the event
"pathetic." She went on to say,
"Until we get students who actually
believe that their vote is going to do
something, we won't have major
turnouts for events." Turner is
optimistic and passionate about
getting these silent students flIed up.
Someday soon she would like to see
a rally or march on Jefferson City by
a unified group of University of ·
Missouri students from all four
campuses. "Governor Holden is
corning up for reelection. Show him
that we care that the budget was cut,"
Turner advised.
Turner promised to work even
harder for ASUM's next event to
ensure a larger student turnout.
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Tues 8

October

M on 7
M onday Noon Series
The Photographic Project "How
Ideas Progress-A Slide Talk will be
given by Susan Hacker Stang in the
J.C Penney Conference Center,
room 229 hum 12:15 p.m. to 1:15
p.m. Stang is a photographer and
professor at Webster University.
Using slides of her photographic
series, she will discuss the ways an
artistic idea can evolve out of one
project and provide the basis for the
next

Wed 9

(cont;.

Golden Key

Student Life

A 4D-yard dash race will be held from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. on the Mark Twain
Re<: Field. The event is open to U1v1-St
Louis student, and faculty only. For
more information, call Rec Spons at
516-5326.

Singer/songwriter Val Goodrich perfo nns original work during
Wednesday Noon Live. The event
will be held in the Pilot House from
11 a. m. to 1:30 p.m.

The Golden Key International Honour
Society is cosponsoring a service
leaming fair at the Honors College in
conjtmction with Dr. Deborah Henry.
The event will be held from 2 p.m. to
5 p.m. Volunteer to work the event at
the Golden Key cubicle today.

Student Life presents Experience
St. Louis: Apple Picking at
Eckert's. A bus will leave the MSC
at noon and return arOlUld -3 p.m.
Pick your own apples (only 59
centslpound).

Thur 10
Counseling Services

The Wesley Foundation Campll ~
Ministry will be having a free Bible
Study from II a.m. to 1 p .m. The
study will be held every Wed nesday
for the rest of the , eOlester. Th~ ministry is located at 8000 Natural Bridge
Road. Those attending, enter through
the double gl a~s doo . on the Naruml
Bridge side of Normandy Me. Call
Roger Jesper.;on at ~ 85 -3000 for more
infonnation.

AALC Lecture Series prescnt~ Prof.
Adell Patterson who will speak on
educational leadership. 1be event
will be held from 11 am. to 1:30
p.m . in MSC Century Room C.

Sat 12

Student Life

Campus Ministry

Student Life

(cont.)

iRec Sports

Wed 9

Tues 8

Thur 1 0

(cont).

Sports &Htor/
Hank Burns • [>'-od. As>ocr'ale
ElrlOtt Reed· Ca rtoonis/

National Depression Screening Day.
Student'). faculty and staff will be
able to take a free, confidential
screening test for depression and
speak with a counselor about the
results. Testing and infommtion
tables will be a 'rulable in the MSC
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., in the
'v1arillac Hall Lobby from 4 p.m. to
5 p.m and between 5 p.m. and 7
p.m. in the Provincial House.
Confidential screening for depres'ion is also available in the
Coun. cling Services office, 126
MSC.

10
Music Department
Edward Miller will be perfonning
from 12:30 p.m to 1:45 p.m . in the
Music Building, room 205. For info.
contact Teny Williams at 5 J6-6495.

Fri 1 1
Student Life
A Soccer Exhibition., "UMSL Faculty
vs. Students" will be held from 2 p.m.
to 5 p.m in the Mark Twain Building.
To sign up, contact Kayla at Kayla1026
@aol.com.

Mon 14
Monday Noo" Series
Patterns of COIlUIllmication-An
Artist's Slide Talk will be given by
Barry Blinderman. director of
Uni versity Galleries at lllinois
State University. The event will be
held from 12: 15 pm. to 1: 15 p .m.
in the J.c. Penney Conference
Center, room 229.

Sara Porter
Adam Bodendieck
.Jamie Keny
.James L.aa.y
Shannon Hoppe

Staff Photographers
Emily Fishman, Kevin Ottley,
Sara Quiroz, Steve Seebeck
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Between September 27 - 30

ing comments.

October 1

A custodial worker repOlted that an
unknown person removed a leaf
blower from the custodial room located in Woods Hall.

September 30

The coordinator of the Mercantile
Library reported that an unknown
person stole $100 from a money
envelope that be kept in his desk
drawer. 1l1e theft occurred some time
over the weekend.

September 30
A female student reported that an
unknown person called her on her
telephone
at
the
Nonnandie
Residential Hall and made threaten-

A
luden t at the
onl1andie
Residential Hall reported that someone stole her moped-styl motort:yc1e
frum the stairw 11 area of the building.

September 30

Ocwber2

A student reported that someone tole
her wall t from ber backpack.

A cu. todial

email
curretll@jim: lIl1Isi.edu
-

website

Correction

'

'.

!;: ...
keys from her work cart that \vas
located on the second floor of the
Mercantile Library.

October 3
A student who is a resident at the
Bellerive Residential HaJJ reported
that someone slashed one of his vehicle's tires.

In issue 1063 of The CUl7'ent,
the incorrect version of the story
titled '-:Does intercomse equal better
health? Siciliani speaks on sex" ran.
Be.:ause of this. some infonnation
in the publi<illed article is incorrect
The Cummt apologizes for any
inconvenience this error may have
caused.

MWW.thecurrentonline.comwww.thecurrentonline.comW\Wl.thecurr~ntonline.com
Interested in Playing Softball ??

hftp:/Iwww.tbeomrmlonlille.COlll

T

he Current is pubtishe<l weekly on
Mondays. ~ r.>tes are available

l4lO'l request; terms, cooditicns and restrictions apply. The Current, financed in part by
student act:Mties fees, is not an afficial plbIication of I.JM.St. Louis. The UnM!rnty is not
~ for the content of The Current
and/or its policies. Commentary and columns
. reftect the opinioo of the iodivi<iJal autOOr.
Unsi!roed editorials ffi\ect the opinion of the
maj<lity of the Editrrial Board. The Current
req.JeSts the ccurtesy of at least 24-hour
advance noOce for all """"'" to be covered
~t5 do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The Curren!:, its staff rne<T'bef> or
the UnM!rnty. All mate<ials contained in each
printed and ontine issue are property of The
Current and may not be reprinted, reused arepnxi.w:ed without the pria; expre5><!d and
written consent of The CUITf!f'It. Fd ropy is
free; aU 5lbsequent copies are 25 cents and
are a.vailable·at the offices of The ClITl!flt. .

MCMA

U
EGG DONORS
NEEDED $3500 Stipend

UMSL SOFTBALL TRYOUTS

You can make a difference and help a
couple go from
infertility to family.
If you are 21-34 &
have a good family
health history, then
you may qualify.
All ethnicities
needed.

Three Days
Mon., Oct. 14
Wed., Oct. 16
Fri., Oct. 18

UM-ST. LOUIS
SOFTBALL

• (',()p}' Edit(Jr

• Proofreader
• Distrib. Manager
• . Prod lWx:iaw

Staff Writers
Charlie Bright, Danielle Cabell,
Shannon Cross,
Kate Drolet, Michelle Elkins,
Joan Henry, Micah Issitt,
Melissa McCrary, Nichole Richardson,
Becky Rosner, Witl Melton , Kim
Silver, Joe Curtis

Put it on the Board! Place your event on The Board in our upcoming edition; restrictions apply. Call 516-5174 for information.

r r - - - - - - -- - -- --

• Af£ Aswciate

6:30-8 p m

Call (800) 780-7437,

.For more information

Call Coach Durnin at 952-7097

••

on

anonymous and
confidential.
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UMSLgroup .studies history
at nearby'Jefferson Barracks
('

BY SHANNON
CROSS "
. ,.....................
.....................................

..... " ..

Staff Writer
In 1998, UM-St! Louis and the
Missouri Historical Society joined
forces to create a graduate program in
Museum Studies. This semester the
program admitted its fifth class.
The program is interdisciplinary
between the history, art history and
archeology departments. It offers both
a Master of Arts in History with con"

centration in Museum Studies and a
Graduate Certificate in Museum
Studies. It is under the supervision 6f
Graduate Program Director Jay
Rounds. ,
. Since its development, the
Museum Studies program has completed numerous projects, including
the Luxenhaus Farin, the Clarksville
River Heritage Center and the
Missouri National GuardArrnory project.

The largest project thus far has
been a development with Jefferson
Barracks. In the smnmer . of 2000,
Rounds was asked by the National
Guard to look into ways . the. base
could carry on its work while preserving its rich history and making it more
accessible to the public.
Jefferson Barracks is a military
base, cemetery and park wi~ a truly
remarkable history. The land was purchased from the residents of

Carondelet (a village south of st.
Louis city) on July 8,1826 with a fivedollar gold piece. The land was purchased by the United States government and wa~ to become an army post.
The base, nestled atop a series of
bluffs and rolling hills, holds stories of
.the 1st Dragoons, the 6th Infantry, the
10th Cavalry and the many other
famous fighting forces that trained
there. It also holds stories of great military careers whose careers were
launched there: Ulysses S. Grant ,
Robert E. Lee, James Longstreet,
William T. Shennan, Jeb Stuart and
many others all reported to Jefferson

UM-St. Louis;
Museum Studies
department has the
challenge of preserving the rich history of
Jefferson Barracks.

Courtesy of Nancy Mcllvaney

As part of the Museum Studies program, UM-St. Louis has been involved since 2000 in w or k at t he
National Guard's Jefferson Barracks. Graduate Program Director Jay Rounds was ask ed to look int o
ways the base could carry on its work, but also make the site's history more accessible to the public.

, ~aillng

Barracks before making their way to
greatness on the battlefields of the
Civil War. From Jefferson Barracks
tmops have been launched into the
Indian Wars, the Mexican War, the
Civil War, the SpaniBh American War
and World Wars I and II.
The buildings of Jefferson BaJ.Tacks
have a' rich history as well. The original parade ' ground, where the
American flag haS been raised and
lowered for 175 years, is b,x dered by
numerous red brick barracks, stables
and other buildings constructed in the
I 890s. The original stone barracks and
table were built in the 1820s but
were destroyed when th~ exi ting
buildings were nstructed in a major
rebuilding process in the 189Os: however. stones from th original barracks

,md stables were reused in the foundatio and walls of the new buildings .
The parade ground also has much
history. President Franklin Roosevelt
once walked its path as he reviewed
the troops. It i the site of the first parachute junlP in hi~tory. and today it is
the stage for ritual enactments of
honor and eli grace.
Jefferson Barracks is full of not one
history, but many. J.e. Wild stated in
1841 that " wherever the soldiers of
oUr litt le army are marshaled, whetller
on tented field. in frowning fortress, or
on embattled plain - wherever the
rdinbow-striped and star-jeweled flag
of our country waves, over company
or battle, there wi ll be found brave
hearts and generous . spirits, that will
throb and glow with grateful emotions, at the memory of Jefferson
Barracks ... ,.
UM-St. Louis ' Museum Studies
department has the challenge of preserving this rich history. TI1e project's
coordinators are Susan Beattie and
Nancy Mcll vaney, both of whom
attended UM-St. Louis and received
masters degrees in Museum Studies.
When they graduated, they were
immediately asked by Rounds to work
on the Jefferson Barracks project.
Since joining the team, Beattie and
Mcllvaney have been largely responsible for several accomplishments. Last
year they worked for the Jefferson
Barracks Heritacre Foundation, a nonprofit organizati n that raises money
to help fi nance the rehabilitation. They
are also responsible for the project's
publication "Jefferson Barracks: A
Celebration Df the Citizen Soldier."
The publication is a re ult of a yearlong study that wa~ funded by the
Mi souri National Gum·d. which has
operated the base since WWII.

"t'l~ STUDIES,
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on a steamship in the moonlight

BY SARA PORTER

.=·;:.:.. ·· .. ·· ·~ ....··~ ~~;·w;it;;;. · ··· ·· · .. ·······..··..
On October 14, people will get the
. opportunity to ride on one of the
most well known icons in Missouri
history: the steamboat. The Herman
T. Pott National Inland Waterways
Library of the St. Louis Mercantile
Library will host the Moonlight
Cruise from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
on the "MN Beck.-y Thatcher."
The ''Becky Thatcher" will be at
the levee below the Arch and will
begin boarding at 7:00 pm. It will
then sail at 7:30 and return at 9:30.
Reservations are $30.00 for membe·rs
of the Mercantile Library and $3~.50
for nornnembers and can be made by
calling 516-7240, by October 9.
"(The cruise) will be an opportunity for people to get on a boat and
enjoy the river," said Bette Gordon,
curator of the Waterway Library.
This is the first year that the
Inland Waterways Library is hosting
the Moonlight Cruise, though the
cruise itself is an annual event.
"V\'e have hosted many cruises
before, such as the Scott Joplin
Ragtime Cruise," Gordon said. ''This
was the first nighttime cruise we
have ever bosted."
The Moonlight Cruise is held in
conjunction with the Captain Donald
T. Wright Award for Maritime
Journalism. The purpose of the

award establi hed by Captain
Donald T. Wright, editor and publisher of 'The Waterways Joumal, .
in 1965 and first presented in 1972,
is to recognize those who are in the
field of marltlme journalism.
According to a press release this
award is "an honor to Captain Wright
as being a unique and respected
spokesman of, and for his distinguished service to the field of inland
water transportation. "
Previous winners have included
Hodding Carter, author of ''Man and
the River: The Mississippi," Herman
T. Port, river transportation executive
after whom the library was named,
Harry L. Peace, editor and publisher
of "The Workboat," a maritime journal, and singer-songwriter John
Hartford.
This year's recipient will be photographer Ralph R. Du Pae, who
spent 34 years collecting and taking
pictures of steamboats and riverfront
scenes.
"He was just taking pictures when
they told him that he was nominated," Gordon said. '1t's a very prestigious honor."
The Herman T. Pon Inland
Waterway Library was founded in
1985 after the Mercantile Library
had expanded its maritime collection
of novels, journals, news articles and
other items about the Mississippi·
River and other maritime travel. The

Wat f'>'fa

Lib

.

~

th

Il

reared

as a spe ial 'parate c I tion .
The Library contains over [-,000
volumes on rivers and waterways

and include books on river history.
map and charts. vessel infpmlalion.
statistic on transportation and e 0norni , Coast Guard notices. niles

on maritime life. rher journal: and
magazine. . a" '\\elJ a~ photo and
painting collection~ that docu ment
river life.
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Counselinc..
Services
offers
depressiol1
•
screening
Photo Courtesy Gateway Arch Riverboats

The Herman T. Pott National Inland Wate rways Library at the St. Louis Mercantile Library on the
UM-St. Louis campus is sponsoring a " M oonlight Cruise" Octo ber 14 at 7 p.m. on the Becky
Thatcher riverboat which IS docked on t he Mississippi River.

Arianna Quartet prey· ews
a utumn concert series
BY SARA PORTER

Senior Writer
The Arianna String Quartet
kicked off a new season with an
infonnative preview of their 20022003 concert series on Sept 29 in
room 229 of the J.e. Penney
Conference Center. The ensemble
performed several pieces and bliefly
lectured about the composers, history
and mechanics of the their music.
Their peIformahce wa~ part of the
Monday Noon Series, a free cultural
series presented by the Center for the
Humanities. Through their peIformance, the quartet successfully
recaptured the passion of each composer and delivered it to the audien~:e.

The refined ensemble has played
in Mexico, France, Canada, Japan
and throughout the United States.
Their dedication has earned them
many awards, including the Grand

Prize in the Carmel National
Chamber of Music Competition.
" ''Music printed on the page lies
dormant until we make it alive
again,"
said
violinist
John
McGrosso.
The audience sat literati y on the
edge of their seats as the ensemble
played "Dissonant" by Mozart.
'1n the middle of the movement,
the storm clouds can come in, common for Mozart," said cellist Kurt ·
Baldwin .. The intensity of the music
is lmdeniable.
The ensemble performed selections by Mozart, Scbickele and
Beethoven. The music was accompanied by a brief lecUlre that explained
the mechanics of the music.
"Underst.anding how harmony
relates with music is very important," Baldwin said.
"The goal for a string quartet is to
play ·like one piano. When your fingers are spread out onto four differ-

ent people, it becomes really challenging for the players," Baldwin
said. The group briefly explained
how they practice together (0 accomplish this task. The co ncep ts of
rhytlun, dissonance a,nd tension were
defmed during the lecture.
At 8 p.m .. on Monday. Oct. 7, stu den ts, staff and faculty can see the
Arianna String Quartet in concert at
the Ethical Soc iety. The group will
perform selections by Mozan ,
Schickele
and
Beethoven.
Adntission i free for IDv1-St. Louis
faculty,
st aff
and
students.
Admission for the general pubJiG is
$20 for adults and $15 for other s tudents and senior citizens. Tickets are
available at the door or can be
ordered in advance by calling
Premiere PeIformances at 3 14- 5165818.
For more inform~1[ion on the
group, visit Lheir website at
http://www. ariannaquartet.com!.

I

.,

sara QuIroz! Jbe CUI7l!ll /

Violist Sheila Browne p erfor ms Thursday at the Music Building.
She is a member of the A r ia nna String Quartet, UM-St. Louis'
q uartet-in-residence. Their next loc al performan ce wi" be
Novem ber 26 at the Sheld on Concert l:Iali.

BY SARA PORTER

Senio r Writer

Symptoms could include
dejected, lonely feeling, exhau
tion, ongoing pessimism or gui
withdrawal from faJ.nily aI
friends, loss of interest in activiti(
sleeplessness, rapid weight chan~
and possibly suicidal though:
Usually these feelings persist ov
a long period of time.
"Depression is one of the rna
illnesses that a majority of the po
ulation have in their lives." Jessi
Lauren, graduate student in cli~i(
psychology, said. 'The screeni]
is a way to reach out to the cor
munity."
Besides the questionnail
Lauren said that there would .
counselors on hand to talk once t
questionnaire was filled out. .
they are interested. we will talk
them and then refer them to som
one else in the cODumini tv."
said. 'We intend to have ~t Ie;
two people on duty: One to hal
out the questionnaires while l
other can talk to anyone if the) f(
that they need it."
Lauren said that sometim
people come in, Unsure if th,
have depression.
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'A'utO · n 1S
here

I

~~~!!~~!~~~~ mput
ha~'e

[ak.:n plJ<.'t' al UM- l Loui$ and
U1foughlllllthe I rM SY>lem. More often
than ll{'L ~hallg.: is ~ood. Huwever.
OI.my of lh.: tli,Ulg~' thal hav laken
phiL": al UM 'il. loul.'> .lIe not bellCficiaL Ma~ i\.: buugd lub. paired with
I,ug.: inLlt!,L'>C~ m tuiuun and fees, are
..:hullge~ that afe nut lot the ~tter.
Adlllilll'U-..lllr., aQ!UC that <•.'3ch t:hange
b I~L·<.!~ "11)' 'UlU i~ made using proper
cIitt'Jia: OK.'y illu.~u~lte their points Ll,il1g
..:hart<;. gr.lph~ alluanlJUS 14lti Lies. So,
who can po ibly dfgue with their
puinL, , It L.:nainJ) dol' nOl. ~m that
01 ~ruJclll bod~ tM.~ !he . lfl"l1gth to
dcblLIC lhlJ~ poUlb.
''Collunllk-r ,,;ut1plt,>" b u~ more
thim all) IILher L~'1TIl h Jcscribe this
Uniw! ILY· '111l' <lClrlllTlL-trnlOf';. a: ~ ell
(l.Ij th<? slud~nL\. LN' the lenn a" mtiunale
to expl.u.n the ..:urrent lacl- uf ~tudent
inl'Olveml.'llI alllhtudent<lL'!i...ism. They
sa) inc.: UMSt Louis ~Ludents are
mo~Lly , onul1u\erl, who han.' day jobs
anu !Ughl .:las.",,,, or mght Jobs ruld day
clas,,"-'S. there is no time to get involved
in eXlml:uniculm' adJvlUes amJ campus
funL'lion~. 11 tis . ha.. CI-eak.-.J a trickledown ef'r"'l.lll[ Cllmp!ao.:<:n:y that lla'i led
to a nOOtI or ap:nh)
OuwnLly. then: is apathy in pia e of
~[Udent It!.lders who mould be fighting
for a mu[1" red.-.onable s]!>tem of fees
,Uld luiuOlllJa) ment:.. Tbere is apathy in
lieu of ~[UU m orgallu.,ation:; that 'beuld
be voicing Lhdr upiniuns through
d monstrntions and petiIJOflS. Where
there ~houltl tx: a large group of supponive ta:ul!) to aid thO'>e tudent leader.-. mill l~llzaliun\ in their truggle
fOl failTlC: . Olcf(' again is apathy.
WlI;'lt L<lll he u..lIIe now" Well, it is
nut lUU ial!:: to get mvuhc!d Although
there hID. been talk m the JXl.'>t of a <:amplb d~lfIg Lll1d while fe.: and tuition
are iIlLTea\mg. there are . till L'Otm;es of

dents who have no inlerest in the clubs
and organizali I1S on campUu.
TIlerefore, they have nothing to lose if
money is taken from lhose
oUS
groups or if student fees get SO high that
no one in those groups ~ pay their
du ', If Ib.'\( ' the case, those same students should form their own organizalions or clubs that. de..1.1 with topics in
whi h they are interested. 'That way,
they have a vested interest in the goings
on of the University and the UMystem. Once these same students finally realize that not everything about the
L'Utrent system of tuition and fees is just,
they will bave no qualms with speaking
out aguinst it
A la.:k of interest by ~1udeDts is
something !bat has plagued !his campus
for many years, and it will continue to
rern:.ull present 011 this campos. For
every srudent that is seriously concemed about his or her tuition bill and
about. where those high parking fees go,
there are several more students who feel
that their voices do not mean anything.
Those students are the most important,
becau.'>C they are gre8!er numbers and
can make an impa t if they work together with the rest of the stude.ut body.
It is up to all students to not only
devote time to their class work, but also
to spend time bettering the student body.
It is also up to those who have been
charged with the leadership and representation of the student body, the mem- .
bers of the Smdent Government
Association, to make the call for student
activism and student involvement SGA
has to make decisions and, if students
do not 'qJt.'ak up, the decJ....,joos end up
being the opinion of a handful of ~tIJ-.
dents and not the entire student body.
Once those things happen. it is the
responsibility of the student body as a
whole to continue to be involved with

increases are on the
way and it seems as
though t he decisions
that are made do
not reflect the opinion of t he students.

I

Student groups on

campus need to •
voice their opinions regarding
t uition and fee
increases and any-

thing else happening on campus.
Regular students

inv lved in campus
organizations.
--

~
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Tell us what you thfnld Drop us
a line at the office, 388 IN!I:.,
or anUne at our Web site

ANNE B AUER

www.thec::urrentanI.com.

HANK B URN S
dASON GRANGER
CATHE RINE
MARQUiS-H OMEYER

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

LETTERS
M AIL

The Cun'ent
388 Millennium Student Center
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. louis, MO 63121

Dear Edi lor.
One of th major principles of a free press is that all
views must be represented with as much candor as possible.
As such, there are a few pieces of information that were
excluded from the September 30 "Our Opinion."
This opinion reflects the "majority opinion of the editorial board." It seems that the editorial board of The Current
ha<; decided to attack the executive committee of the
Student Government This is not a problem; it is, in theOry,
a'righteous expression of a free press. Wbat is unfortunate
is that the facts contained within the opinion are not a true

representation of past and cUlren! events . .
In respoIlse to the charge that SGA did not take action
against the 200 1 budget cuts, one must only look to the minutes of the 200 1 SGA. The student government, along with
ASUM, sponsored a letter writing cainpaign. We set. up a
Web site that sent emails to the Missouri General Assembly.
We encouraged people to call the governor and their representatives. An ASUM lobbyist from UM-St. Louis worked
directly on the budget issue and reported back to SGA.

see

LETTER.

page 12

FAX
(314) 51&6811
E-MAIL

info@thecurrentcinline.com
Letters to the editor should be
brief, and those not exceeding
200 words will be given preference. We edit letters for clarity,
length and grammar. All letters
must be signed and include a
daytime phone number.
. Students must includ~ their
student ID number.
Faculty and staff must include
their title(s) and department(s).

I

I

need to stay

EDITORIAL
BOARD

Ruby, sienna and amber leaves regS, ~ live in the fleeting moments of
n. is _ metbing
swirling and crunching like oem 1bis wonderful
flakes. Orange and whi~ pumpkins thru: wil! have to wmt until I gradl).l.>lie,
1 will,· however,
and yellow and green
gourds appearing on
be abkto enj y at
supermarket shelves.
least one of !he best
tastes of the sea£O)l:
Slightly
pungent
smells' of c.innamon,
mulled cidei. r m
sure r11drink ke evnUlJneg and allspice
mingling over a pot of
era! batches lhroogh
mulled
iliesellSOo. it. on my
bubbling
apple cider. Blustery
new deck and mull
over Victori.lID poetmornings calling for
warm sweaters. Tales
ry .
Below
I've:
of ghosts aud legends
includ one of my
of long ago. These all
autumn
signal one thing: .My STANFORD GRIFFITH fa orite
favorite
season, ...... ·-.... ·&iii~~·.:·j;i:Ghief ....... . . r'el.:ipes.
autumn, bas finally
arrived.
MUllJID APPLE CIDER
c. appJe cider
Since I began to notice the different
9
seasons, autumn, in all its wonderful
2. . '. orunge juk-e
I
c; cranberry juice
glory, has been my favorite. It's a time
of harvest, a time to savor the final gifts
1
bay leaf
, remaining from the warm days of ,the
1
tbsp brown sugar
summer, a time to prepare for the cold
2
ciuoamon sticks
2
b{)Je do
I winds of winter. I think r ve always felt
2
~ hole all.spice
like a member of the Peanuts gang
. whe~ I ~ the &.,1: leaf turning and
2
tb P fresh lemou j uice
" floatIng silently to the ground.
Zest from 1 orange. ut into strips
Sadly, this year, I probably won't
1 have the time to enjoy the wonderful
Mix the ingredients m large
sights and smells of autunm. Oh, I'll sau :epan. Bring to boil. Redu.ce heat to
. see the pumpkins on the doorsteps In 'um-low and. simmer mixture gO
while I'm driving to schOQI. I'll sali- minutes to blend fla\ 00;. Strain mulled
idee into mu_ . Serve cider with cinvate at the thought of making candy
. apples and pumpkin pies when I shop namon sticks in bea mugs.
f-of groceries on one of my midnight
Thke some time to enjoy the ider
(or later) food runs. I'll enjoy the crisp
air on my walk from my car to work with your friends on a chilly night
I'll see the previews for the creepy wOOn the orange harvest mooD ' ridshows while I flip through the televi- ing full in the darkened k: . Tell ghost
sion stations to find the news. But tu stories around a roanng fire and toast
actually experience autumn in its full- marsbrnallows.

How do you feel about the
topics we've written about?

• Student apathy
• Late-night television .
• Favorite autumn events

You can make your voice
heard in a variety of ways!

• Submit a Letter to the Editor
• Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit .the Online Forums at
TheCurrentOnline.com

I

Late-night television
could lower your I.
I have devehlpecl a sleeping pattern blonde hair and
I
nality.
that is t:en:ible, but from what I have 'I11c girls are IeIl
ey fight
heard, it happens to be common for the man' attention. call each other
among college students. I prdctically names and basically degrade thernstay up all night long; go to classes, seIv on national tel vision. On this
and by the time I get home I fall asleep particular night, the guy asked each
on the couch to awake SOIJIetime in the girl to take off her undmwear in public
evening. Then I am inevitably up for ' 0 he could have it. Of COUl e,. they
the rest of the night From doing this, willingly diq this in the hopes of a betthe one and only thing that I have ter chance (0 win the ompecition and
learned is that there is nothing good on this man's approval.
late-night television.
Why would anyone want to date a
We all are familiar with shows like man' who decides which girl he likes
"Jerry Springer," (which, by the way, I bettf.'f depending on hlJw sexy her
find very appalling) but honestly it was underwear is? Like lmderwear means '
not until a couple of
the two will be compatidays ago that I
ble. But, I know, it's not
watched
a full .
about the relationship,
,
of
just a one-night-stand.
episode
·"Elimidate." Please
So, maybe her undernote that my viewing
wear, or lack there or, is
of this show was
a great way to get an
because, of coUrse, I
idea of how the night is
couldn't sleep, not
going to [lUll out.
because I reJigiously
. I realize iliat these
watch these types of
types of shows run at
programs. I had
late hours of the night,
heard of this show
ANNE BAUER
so I probably should
have realized what 1
before and other dat- " ' ''''M~';;;'ii~g'jjdii-;;;:
ing . shows like
was getting into. And I
"Change of Heart" and recognized also Ullderstand that I am the target
them from flipping through channels audience for shows such as these,
every once in a while. But, after actu- because I am a yOlmg adult and in colally watching a full balf hour of one lege. What I an} wondering is if people
"Elimidate," quite frankly, I was in actually watch Sluff like this because .
awe of people's stupidity. Some might they think it is good television. I seriargue that the program did catch my ously believe that this type of show
attention, but now that I have seen it, I makes people dumber.
would never watch it again.
The point is: Do we really need
In case there is anyone not familiar shows that pander to the lowest comwith ''EJimidate,'' this is how it works: mon denominator of tbe human race?
On every episode there is a different Is it at all possible to see a show late at
person who is looking for a date. That rrigbt that does not make you feel as
person gets to spend an entire day with though you've lost half your brain cells
four other people of the opposite sex, while viewing the program? Maybe, if
all of them hanging out together. From in between the dating shows and the
there, the individual eliminates Ron Popeil infomercials (Set it and
whomever they want until they are forget it!), we were offered some1hiI).g
down to one the so-called '\vinneti' of decent to watch, having a screwy
the show. The show always has there sleeping pattern would not be quite so
typical-looking tan guys, with dyed bad.

S herwiD
by tAik8 hy Director
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Feven Askala
Senior
Accounting
-~--

"

---'--

Friendly,
caring and ,
hard working.

---- ,, - - -

Krista Mires
Junior
Secondary Education .

.---

"

-----;-:-

Intelligent,
. outgoing and
involv~d.

---- " - - ' - -.

HanyTran
3rd Year
Optometry

Jean Corbett
Former Student

----,,---

----,,---

Dedieated, .
studioUs, and
honest

Sexy,
sexy,
sexy.
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R·men inch ou vict ory
win;

BY HANK BURNS
·········· · ····· ·· ·· · ··Sp~:;tS·Edi io;:·· ·

.................

With five seconds left on the clock
in the first overtime, Forward Jeff
Stegman scored the game-winning
goal as the UM-St Louis men's soccer
team claimed a 4-3 victory over
Southern Indiana. .Stegman also
assisted in the first goal of the game,
which was scoted by midfielder Allen
Jujic with just over 22 minutes in .the
first period. With the victbry, the team
.is now 4- 3 overall and 3-1 in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference.

t'fl thought we
fought back
well to bri ng it
into overtime
and it just
wasn't our
game tonight."
Dan Hogan
Head Coach
Southern Indiana
Stegman said that. the victory gives
the team a much-needed lift in spirits.
"Last year, we were up 3-0 at half
time and they came back and scored
four goals in the second half, so it's
even sweeter that we can do that to
them this time," Stegman said. ''Not

Gmly did we
but we're 4-1 in conference now. We haven't been there
since '99, I guess. It feels good."
UM-St. Louis fIead Coach Dan
King was pleased with the perfOFmance of Stegman, who led a second
half rally for the Rivermen.
"Stegman has been coming on the
last two weeks," King said. "We
know what we're going to get out.of
'Stegs" each day and he's hot right
now no question about it."
King was impressed with Southern
Indiana and his team's ability to compete with them . .
"Southern Indiana is an outstanding team," King said. 'They gave us
fits with their two frontrunners that are
very special players. It took four of
our backs to contain their ' two frontrunners. That's how dangerous they
. are, but it's a credit to our defenders
who mark them the whole game."
Goalkeeper Brad Bernsen recorded
8 saves during the game for the
Rivermen. King said that Bernsen is a
major asset to the team.
''He's a freshman. He's learning .
day to day, but the reason why he
came here is because he makes big
saves at big times," King said. 'That's
why we recruited him."
Following the game, Southern
Indiana Head Coach Dan Hogan also
spoke highly of Bernsen.
"I thought we had the majority of
the play," Hogan said. "I thought
. UMSL's keeper did a great job in goal.
The ball just wasn't going in for us. I
thought we fought back well to bring it
into overtime and it just wasn't our
game tonight."
With the victory over Southern
Indiana, the Rivermen are on a threegame winning streak. The team
claimed victories over Indianapolis [42 on Oct 2] and Kentucky Wesleyan
[8-0 on Sept. 29].
'1t just proves that our hard work is
finally paying off," King said.
"Sometimes you get the right bounce
and you just have to work and work
and work until you get things going
your way."

R·women fall .short
BY .JOE CURTIS
....... .. ..... .... ............. ........... .... ......................
Staff\~riter

Dropping a crucial conference
match against Quincy on Oct. 5, the
UM-St. Louis women's volleyball
team fell to 10-7 overall and 1-3 in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference.
"We have to have anger management and cut down on our errors to be
successful," Head Coach Denise
Silvester said, prior to her team's match
against Quinc),. Errors still proved to
be the downfall for the tearn as they
committed 25 to Quincy' s 12.
The Riverwomen lost three in a
row, 30-19, 30-25, 30-18, to the Lady
Hawks strong attack. Quincy's Amber
Heimann accounted for most of her
team's su=ss pounding out 19 kills
against the UM-St Louis defense. On
tbe other side of the net Nlkki Pagels of
UM-St. Louis led her team with 9 kills.
This loss was lTh1-St. Louis second
to the Lady Hawks this year, on
September 20th UM-St Louis fell to
Quincy in 5 close games at home. This

recent loss comes after playing very
well against Bellarmine, where the
ladies swept them three games straight
for tbeir only conference Victory.
At this point in the season every loss
gets a little tougher to swallow because
they are all conference matches.
"Every conference match becomes
very important because it determines
the seed in the GLVC tournament and
it also determines our first round opponent," Silvester said.
The loss of captain Gillian Falknor
from a knee injury on September 27th
has presented a challenge for the squad,
but it allows other players to step up
and fill the void.
"We are moving people around due
to Gillian's injury. We are putting
Kathryn Freeman to the left side hitting
position and Kira Fraser to the right to
give us a new look," Silvester said.
Suffering this loss the Riverwomen
hope to rebound at home playing
against SIUE on October 9th. The
remainder of the schedule for the
Riverwomen is going to be a determining factor on their seeding for the
GLVC Tournament. The final ten
games for the team are all GLVC
matches, so the teanl hopes to get on a
hot streak and finish out the year with
success.

ABOVE:
Rivermen forward Jeff
Stegman eXUlts after
his game-winning goal
in overtime play Friday
evening.
RIGHT:
The Southern Indiana
goalie sighs after he
gave up the winning
goal to Riverman forward Jeff Stegman.

EDITOR

• the swing of things
Back In

HANK BURNS

sports Editor

The UM-st. Louis Rivermen
Baseball team hosted a 100
inning marathon game on
Sept. 5 and 6. The
fundraising effort allowed
teams of six or more to play
a six-inning game against
the Rivennen for a $50
donation. Teams ranged
from old to young, and all
were treated to barbecue,
refreshments and a tun,
light-hearted game of baseball.

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-68 11
I

I

"This is a great side of
sports," UM-st. Louis baseball Head Coach Jim Brady
said of the event. 'We let
people come out and sit
back, have some tun and
remember what it's like to
play at your peak. The
team makes sure the level
of play is adapted to their
skill level, so everyone has
a good time. And, it's a
tundraiser."

BY .JOE CURTIS
.. - ....... ........ ... ....... - .... ............ .... ..

........ .....
~-

~

Staff U-rriter

Placing first in their opening tournament at the Quincy In\i.rational on
Sept 7 was a great start for the lIM-St.
Louis men's golf team. But, also fin·
ishing out their fall season by grabbing

ing and proven course management
are things that impressed me about his
game this fall:' Trittler said.
The team's two seniors Kyle
Szcesniak and Scott Kirchoff showed
they are true leaders for the squad by
coming out a setting a tone for the rest
of the tearn. Szcesniak and Kirchoff
finished 1st and 2nd among their team
3 out the 4 tournaments they played in
this faU.
"The two seniors are our anchors.
The team pretty much depend~ on
them because of their experience and
they have shown that they are capable

of getting the job done," Trittler said.
Being so successful takes a total
team effort and Trittlar says everyone
is a contributor. Sophomore Pat
Murillo and freshman S am Wiles have
shown they are also major players for
the team by doing their p:ut in the
team victories. "Sam is a good addition to our squad and Patrick is like
my 5th man out there,"' Trittler said.
Trittler feels the Great Lakes Valley
Conference is relati\'ely equal
"Every team is streaky and it just
depends on who comes out that day
and performs. I will say this though,

Readyfo·r som e VMSL f o otball?

THE ABCs OF

HANK

SPORTS

BURNS

"HFLB4@juno.com

Soccer is a very important pro·
gram at UM-St. Louis. With names
like Don Dallas and Ken Hudson, who
each had storied careers as head coaches, the soccer }listory for both the men's
and women's programs at UM-St.
Louis is rich. Therefore, when the fall
sports season comes around, each of
these progranls take the center stage
every Friday night. Although it is a bit
premature and a tad unrealistic to even
be discussed at this point, it may be a
good idea for the Athletic Departnient
and its staff to start a task force on the
formation of a new center stage perfor·
mance - football.
If UM·St. Louis were Lo start a
football program, it would help not

Up

Soccer
Oct. 8
• Men - 3 p.m.
at Rockhurst
• Women - 7 p.m.
vs. Lindenwood

11
• M en - 5 p.m.
at Quincy
• Women - 7: 30 p.m.
at Quincy

Volleyball

Fall season begins and ends with success for R-men golfers
second place in . the Southern Indiana
Tournament on Sept. 30, shows that
the team has staying power.
"Wmning our first tournament in
Quincy felt really good becam,e it wa,
a total team effort wi.th 3 of our players placing in the top 5," Coach James
Trittler said.
A player that smprised Trittlar this
fall was Mark Rieke. Rieke placed 1st
at the Quincy Invitational and provided solid play for his team. "Mark ha,
improved a lot because of his hard
'w ork over the sunlmer, which has
resulted in good play.. Solid ball strik-

COMING

only the Athle-tic Department, but also
the university as a whole. Football has
the power to not only unite crowds of
fans and but to evoke a sense of pride in
the university. It is the king of contact
sports. lllthough soccer and even basketball can each stir up many strong
emotions, football is the collegiate pro·
gram of choice.
These days, the budget is defi·
nitely stretched. That is widely understood. And, even if the financial situa·
tion improves, football would 'Nithout
doub.t be a complex sport to fund
Equipment, insurance and recruitment
would each require much funding.
Once those :u'ea..~ are set, the next chunk
of money would be put into publicity.

we are one of the better Learns in the
conference."
The coach does not want to look to
far into the future because it is still
very early to determine the outcome of
their spring season. but the early suc·
cess shows the te:un is capable of
making an impact.
"We want to qualify for the Super ,
Regional and make it to the National
Championship. but it will take exceptional play flum aU of our guys. Wc
just have to take it one step at a time
and focus on the task at hand," Trittler
said.

Y ES,

I TRU LY AM

So, obviolL~ly there is much to look at
when funding the sport.
One option for the Athletic
Department is to prepare now or as
soon as possible for the program
expansion. The department could
begin, as mentioned earlier, by setting
up a task force. This· task force would
include several student athletes who
may have been fanner football players.
some local high school football coaches and a few U1'vl-St. Louis coaches
from various sports. The group would
do case studies, which would include
budgetary analyses, on area colleges
and universities that have football.
Once those studies are complete, the
task force would brainstorm on fund-

raising ideas" The final charge of the
group would be to devi.se a step-by-step
plan to set up a football program and
make a recommendation to the university_
\Vhile it is perhaps looking dis·
tantly into the future, it would be beneficial to plan now for the addition of a
football program to the UM·St. Louis
Athletic Department. It does not hurt to
come up with a proposal. If an initial
pitch were rejected, that would be fine.
At least there would be a sllirting point
for further or supplementary proposals.
Wllatever the case, something must be
done soon. Football has the power to
consistently draw in droves oftans and
build up the image of a university.

Oct. 9
· .7 p.m.
vs. SIU-Edwardsville

18
• 7 p.m.
at Indianapolis

19
• 2 p.m.
at St. Joseph's

Tennis
Oct. 11-12
• W om en
GLV C Tournament
- Ti m e an d pl ace
to b e announce d

MORE SPORTS
ON PAGE 14

WEB
Check out the R-men
and R-women sports at
www.umsl-sports.com
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· ·Jazzy on ew live set
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BY MIKJ: SHERWIN

EDITOR
CATHERiNE

MARQUIS-H
OMEYER
.. ., .......................... ..................
"

A&E Editor
phone: 516-4886
fax: 516-6811

A&E

Calendar

Ani DiFranco is either a reviewer 's wet-dream or nightmare.
depending on your perspective. On
. the one hand, Ani is a one-woman
show: she writes her own songs,
plays guitar like a virtuoso and
scripts deeply political and personal
lyrics, That is not to mention the
fact that she has avoided entirely
thecorporate music system, relying
instead on her own wherewithal to
record, market and eli trib ute her
music. So, she's a god end. right?
What could make a better story for a
music reviewer: the feminist folkrocker from Buffalo who took on
the recording industry and succeeded. It's like a music fable, a modern
day Donna versus Goliath t ry just
wailing to be told. How often does
a lowlyrnusic critic get the chance to
capture a story brimming with such
drama?
On the other hand , there'. the
downside: people really don't like
critics who rail the underdog, thc
fighting. minority or feminist rockers outside the mainstream.
However, this is fortunately a
moot issue. Ani's ne\', est offering
(released September 10), "So Much
Shouting, So Much Laughkr." is
strictly top-shelf. This double dbk
compendium of live perfonnanc~,>
l
over the past 2 years features 25

I

songs (roughly 2 hours worth), It's
no surprise that DiFranco ha~
repeated the 2CD live format a~ her
1997 double-live "Living In Clip"
was a gold-selling album, and one
which garnered lavish praise from
critics (Rolling Stone magazine
dubbed it one of the "essential
recordings of the 90s").
The album effectively documents a slightly different Ani
DiFranco: one flanked by her typical bass. drums and keyboard/piano
and .. ,a coterie of brass players?
Together, Ani and the band have
revamped post-"Living In Clip"
favorites, a few old standards and
three previously unreleased selections into a new fusion of folk, jazz
and funk. Honestly. it takes a little
wllile to get used to. At ftrst listen.
I found some of the more brassheavy tracks to be a tad disconcerting and misplaced: the loopy S<1-'l:ophone and trumpet impIOvi~,ltions
seemed at odds with Ani's frenetic.
but ordereD. strumming. It was difficult to admit to m) ,elf. but the
headlines running tlu·ough my head
were all negative, something for
which I had not prepared myself:
"So Much Shouting, So Much
Stagnation" and "Too Many Cooks
on Ani's New 2CD Live" came to
mind .
Could this be happening? Did I
really dislike an Ani release that

much?
Long story shoji: I missed the
point completely, I was listening
with one ear in the present, and the
other stuck way back in 1997. It's
always difficu.lt when stars sing
songs you love in a \vay you' re not
accustomed to, but that' s what musicians are supposed to do; explore,
grow, change and cballenge listeDers with new musical ideas. By the
time I staIted listening to the second
disc, I realized my mistake-and I
listened again. This time, however,
I tried to allow any "Clip' expectations to evanesce and I was rewarded. The album sounds great and
shows that Ani hasn t foregone her
penchant for change and progress.
Standout tracks include "Cradle &
All," "Revelling" . and a killer version of "Pulse"
Now that Ani DiFranco has left
her band behind and embarked on a
solo tour, "So Much Shouting, So
Much Laughter" proyides Ani fans
with a JiYing document of an exciting musical anomaly in DiFranco's
career - one they won't soon forget.
Unfortunately, Ani's Cllrrent tour
doesn't include a St. Louis visit, but
fans willing to make the four and a
half hour drive can check her out in
Indianapolis
on
Sunday,
November 17th, at the 'Murat
Egyptian Room (her Chicago show,
011 the 16th, is already sold out) .

'A Flea in Her Ear' tickles the funnybone

Movies

BY CATHERINE

MARaUI&-HOMEYER

········,······'··Sitijjiliiio;. ··' .. ····,···· .. ·····,···Looking for comedy and pure,
simple entertainment? Read on.
"French farce" brings to mind 'an
image of fast breathless comedy of
mi understandings and mi ed connections romping in and om of bedroom . "A Flea in Her Ear" the play
current! running at the Repertory
Th ater of St Louis in Webster
Groves, i the hilariou IE ~ic of this
genre. To say it i well wo.rth the trip
j a huge understatement.
Live perfonnance presents an
immediacy that boosts the enjoyment
of both drama and comedy. This is
certainly true in the case of 'A Flea In
Her Ear," where the actors racing on
and off stage in a whirlwind of mistaken identity comic verbal duels,
rotating beds and slamming doors
broUght howls of laughter from the
audience. The play s author, Georges
Feydeau, virtually invented the fonn
of the French bedroom farce in the
late 19th and early 20th century, and
this one is often considered his funniest play.
The play starts with a simple misunderstanding and a perhaps too
ima"crioative, too bored wife. Madame
Raymonde Chandebise(Deanne
Lorette) is toying with the idea of taking a lover when it occurs to her that
her husband's (Anderson Mathews)
recent neglect of bedroom activjty
may be because he is having an affair.
Suddenly jealous, Rayrnonde determines to trap him by sending an .
impassioned love letter from a
stranger, The letter says the mystery
woman fell in love with him when
she saw him at the theater and asks
him to meet her at a certain Hotel
Belle ... poque (fonnerly the Purple
Pussy). But reasoning that her husband will recognize her .handwriting,

October
Film openings aresubject to change

Oct. 4
Moonlight Mile-drama
with a dash a humor
about family and loss.
Starring Jake
Gyllenhaal, Susan
Sarandon, Dustin
Hoffman.
Red Dragon-Prequel to
'Silence of the Lambs'
is reinterpreted, with
Anthony Hopkins.
Jonah: A Veggie Tales
Movie -Animated veggies tell Bible story of
Jonah and the Whale,
from Christian video
series for kids.

, Specials
Secret Ballot-Warm,
humorous Iranian/
Italian drama .about
getting out the vote.
One week only at Tivoli.
Webster University
Homecoming: Webster
University Alumni Film
Showcase-Short films
by Webster film studies
alumni. Oct. 4 & 5 only,
8 p.m.

Oct. 11
8 Women-French language comedy/mystery
with most of France's
top actresses
Rules of Attractionwild adaptation of the
'80s Bret Easton Ellis
novel, author of
"American Psycho."
Last Kiss-Italian comedy
about middle aged
man's last chance at
love with a younger
woman
Just a Kiss-indie bizarre
romantic comedy with
animation in the manner of "Waking Life."
Spirited Away-Japanese
anime tale.
Tuck Everlasting-historical drama/fantasy from
best-selling book, with
Ben Kingsley.

Ani DiFranco's new double live album, "So Much Shouting, So
Much Laughter", which was released Sep. 10th presents a new
sound to fans: one infused with jazz and funk.

Photo: J. Bruce Summers

Mix a suspicious wife, a deceptive love letter, two hapless husbands and a case after case of mistaken identity, shake well and
h.o ld your sides. Featuring Jeffries Thaiss as Camille Chandebise.

Camille. His handling of the great
she enlists her best friend Lucienne
deal of garbled dialog is wonderful.
(Andrea Cirie) to v.Tite the perfumed
We sense his exasperation at not
missive.
being understood and he lets the right
Of course, her husband Vi torwords become just understandable
Emmanuelle is completely faithful
enough for us to get the jokes. All the
and even assumes the letter was sent
players handle their characters well
to him by mistake. However, he is
and are as unspeakably funny.
flattered enough to share it with a few
Howeyer.
Anderson 11atthews
other men, induding Lucienne's hotdeserv special attention for his dual
tempe.red
Spanish
husband
role as the plodding, conventional
Homenides De Histangua IThom
Victor-Ernmanuelle and as Poche, the
Rivera), who inunediately recognizes
oddball porter at the hotel. Matthews'
his wife's handwriting. Bedlam
ensues, along with hilarity.
gift for ph ical comedy i delightful,
As in all farce. no one ever goes
as is his skill with the '.erbal banter.
He is certainly one of the rising stars
straight to the source to discover the
facts but sets up a plot or trap to deterof the Rep's company, as he consistently turns in marvelous performine the truth. More characters fall
into the plot: Monsieur Chandebise 's
mances. There is a scene in which he
nephew Camille (Jeffries Thaiss),
gets tangled in a chair that is nothing
who lives with them, may be hamshort of amazing, causing the audience to burst into applause at its conpered by a problem that makes his
clusion . Matthews s pretzel-like conspeech incomprehensible but his
tortions . were nearly mind-boggling,
good looks make him a hit with the
ladies,
including
their
maid
and it is almost worth the price of the
play to see this bit alone,
Antoinette (patricia Dalen). There is
the chatty, nosy butler Etienne (David
The costumes are done in the style
Diaz), who is married to the unfaithof the early twentieth century but with
ful maid, plus Raymonde's would-be
a kind of color-coordinated, ice cream
pastel color scheme that added a bit of
lover Tournelle (R Ward Duffy). And
visual humor to the piece. And this
then, there is the colorful staff and
play needed special attention to cospatrons of the Hotel Belle . . .poque
nunes, as the actors are required to do
(Alisha Mc Kinney, Thomas Carson,
Lisa McMillan, 1'. Doyle Leverett,
thirty costume changes throughout
the play. The sets were likewise coland Anderson Mathews in a dual
role).
orful and appealing, cleverly conThe keys to farce are jokes and
structed with plenty of doors and
speed and the fact that no one ever
stairs, and a wonderful rotating bed,
says what is really going on until the
for all the rushing about.
It is refreshing to see a light enterfinal act. The bedroom farce is full of
tainment piece on a local stage that is
sexual innuendoes but there is actualnot a musical. Too often local theater
ly little sex in it since everyone is so
busy trying to avoid being caught or . companies ' are overly absorbed with
the regional taste for musicals and
trying to catch someone in a one of
miss other comic and light entertainthe many compromising situations.
The cast sparkles tlrroughout, with
ment options. Bringing this wonder. fnllittle piece to their stage is a featha couple of special gems. Jeffries
Thaiss is delightful as the sly, channer in the cap of the capable Rep, woring,
but
often-indecipherable
thy of many kudos.

'The Tuxedo' suits Jackie Chan comedy fans
.

BY CATHERINE
MARQUIS-HOMEYER
·····'······· · · ··· · ···· ·"·sicijjjjdiio·~· ' ·' · ··

..

Whether you discovered Jackie
Chan through his hit film "Rush
Hour" or yo; are a long-time fan, you
know he is one funny guy who can do
some amazing martial arts stunts', His
newest film, 'The Tuxedo," has many
of the classic Jackie Chan elements,
especially the laughs, sure to please
his many fans, old and new. But fans
of his comedy will be more pleased
than fans of his martial arts work.
Jackie Chan plays Jimmy Tong, a
shy, not too prosperous cabbie trying
to work up the nerve to ask a girl at an
art gallery out on a date, While he's
trying to work through his romantic
dilemma, he is suddenly hired as a
chauffeur by suave millionaire Clark
Devlin (Jason Isaacs), It turns out his
new boss is a spy, a la Janles Bond,
who owns a special tuxedo that
Jimmy is forbidden to touch. When
his boss is injured in an accident,
Jimmy discovers the special tux is no

ordinary Slut, but a specially designed
piece of technology that gives him
amazing powers. Jimmy soon fmds
himself and the super suit sucked into
his boss ' world of espionage with a
CIA newbie (Jennifer love Hewitt) in
an effort to thwart the evil pians of a
bottled water magnate (Ritchie
Coster). The fIlm is peppered with
James Bond gadgets and jokes, visual and otherwise, including Chan
introducing himself as ''Tong, Janles .
Tong." Other silly fun has Chan
going on stage as a last minute
replacement for legendary entertainer .
James Brown.
.
This . film may get a mixed
response, as fans of his comedy and
recent American films will most
enjoy themselves, while fans of his
Hong Kong films may feel let down
and those who don't care for Chan's
work will find nothing new here,
Like all Jackie Chr. films, 'The
Tuxedo" is cute, furlriy, and sometimes silly, and has martial arts
action. Chan's films are not noted for

original plots - mostly the story exists
just to showcase the appealing, talented star. However, there are some differences between this new film and
Jackie Chan's recent American films
like Rush Hour. In some ways, 'The
Tm:edo" is more like Chan's Hong
Kong fillns, where Jackie is the solo
star instead of the buddy picture structure of his recent Anlerican fIlms, But
in other ways, 'The Tuxedo" is like
his recent American films, in that
there are fewer martial arts sequences,
less action, and fewer of the amazing
stunts that made Chan world famous,
Worse, many of t)1e action sequences
seem to use special effects or wires or
are speeded up, which is a shame with
a talent of Jackie Chan's leveL
Prior to coming to Hollywood,
Chan was already an international
star, whose Hong Kong action/comedy films usually featured the star as a
supercop and were' filled with physical comedy and astounding stunts and
martial arts action. The stunts were
peiformed by Chan himself, in flims

t

Photo courtesy of Dreamwort<s

often written and directed by Chan,
and his fIlms often have drawn comparisons to the silent fIlm great Buster
Keaton,
with
a
tantalizing
Keatonesque style in his use, of large
props and thrilling stunt work. This
reputation sets a certain expectation
for his longtime fans.

'The Tuxedo" is humorous, as all
Jackie Chan films are, and it is a
worthwhile piece of popcorn munching entertainment and escape,

see Tuxedo, page 7
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The Orcsvs. everybody
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT

Senior Writer
The Prologue. of "Warcraft ill:
Reign of Chaos" is very complicated.
First, you must click on the green guy
running around, then you must pretend you're playing "Warcraft II."
Sequels to video games, unlike
movies, have absolutely no excuse to
be less engaging than the originals.
For one thing, the original plot is usually something like "Humans bad, we
am orcs, now smashtirne!" While
"Warcraft ill" has better characters
and graphics than virtually every
',other real-time strategy game (RTS) ,
it lacks anything resembling innovation. Sure, there's a 3D game map that
you can look at really close up (until
you can smell the stink coming off
those trolls), but it doesn't really make
.the game better, just prettier. It's like
breast irnpiants - it makes everything '
more reliant on silicon and can't hide
the reality that something is truly lacking underneath.
The big upgrade for .this particular
sequel is customizable and upgradeable heroes, like the Old Dead Guy,
Phallic Paladin and Orc-with-Giant-

~.~~.~~.~~..!~?1!!.pqfJ.~ . ?' ... . .. .... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . ... . . . . ... . .... ... . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . .
In this category, Chan always
delivers, although one sometimes
wishes the plots that serve as the
backdrop to the stunts and humor
could be 'a little bit better, and they
are when Chan himself writes and
directs. This film, however, is not
Chan's best, due to the lack of martial arts stunts. Fans of his old Hong
Kong fllms will feel let down. Also,
the lack of focus on Chan in the few
outtakes at the end was disappointing. In addition. the film doesn't
break any new grourld and is unlikely to win over any new fans who
weren't charmed by Chan. in "Rush
Hour." Still. rm hopeful that Chan
will gain his footing in the
Hollywood establishment and either
make more of the kind of films that
he has done well in the past or
expand his horizons. It is always
tantalizing when watching Chan's
films to think what he could do with
a better plot and more of a chance to
e ~p'¥ld his . acting range. But is it

.IJJ 1J1lg11~ d

(oj.

always amazing just to watch him
work.
Despite its humor and action, the
film is disappointing in that we see'
less of Chan's amazing physical skill
and martial arts stunts than in previous films and too much special
effects and wire work like other
action flims. People expect that from
other action moyie stars but Jackie
Chan has set a higher standard for
himself. Since Chan is so gifted in
this way, it seems a shame to use
special effects to dazzle the audience when Chan himself has done
a~ well by himself in previous films
An interview with the star revealed
that Hollywood concerns about
insurance (Chan has been hurt on
many previous films) may have led
to this unfortunate choice. Since
Chan is the only perfonner in films
now who approaches the skill level
of Buster Keaton. it's disappointing
not to see that talent on di~play.
However. we do see a few stunts

and martial arts sequences, plus a
wonderful sequence .of Chan dancing and imitating James Brown.
Longtime Chan fans are of course
aware that, unlike other Hong Kong
action stars, Chan was not a martial
arts chanlpion prior to entering fllrns
but was raised as a perfonner of classic Chinese opera. So, it is nice to
see some of his other skills on dis- .
play. Of course, there is plenty of
humor, and Chan is channing and
cute as always . although his scenes
with Jermifer Love Hewitt seemed to
lack chemistry.
"The Thxedo" is a funny action
comedy, worth seeing for any comedy fans and especially for Jackie
Chan fans. Hopefully, in future films
Hollywood \vill give Chan a little
more freedom over his stunt work
and perhaps allow him to start writing and directing again. The result
can only be more and funnier films
featuring the multitalented Mr.
Chan.

Axe. They gain murderous expeIlence
and eventually become unstoppable
killing machines, which was a revolutionary innovation in the 70's, when
Gary Gygax came up with the idea.
The soundtrack lacks any particularly
memorable songs, which is a letdown
after Quake's original Trent Reznor
tracks, and the classic RTS
"Command and Conquer" soundtrack, which left thousands of parents
confused as to why their children kept'
repeating, "I am a mechanical man."
As in "Diablo II," there are staggeringly
beautiful
Blizzard
Entertainment cutscenes that are as
well-scripted as they are drawn.
Sadly, awesome cut~cenes do not a
good game make. The introduction to
the game, while pretty, left me asking
myself if I hadn't seen the same plotline before, and later, wondering why
the box didn't have those little green
arrows and some white text saying
"100% Recycled Materials." It mact(~
me wonder if the guys who came up
with the plot were the sanle ones
responsible for the introduction to
every old Nintendo game: "So,there's
a princess/girlfriend walking through
gang-territory/ninja infested forests."
Well, dammit, quit walking there,

genius. Of course, it's your job tc
save the world, but we should expecl
nothing less. The undead and dar1
elves are new additions to thf
Warcraft universe but play exact!)
like the Zerg and Protoss races frou:
Blizzard's other famous RTS.
"Starcraft." The units are pretty mud
the same as in older games, with ~
handful of responsibilities transferree
(what do you mean, my Dar~
Acolytes can't harvest wood?) but nc
real innovation. The ganle has melet
units, missile units, stealth units.
detector units and the alI-importanl
suicidal goblins with kegs of gun·
powder on their backs. Man, a garm
without exploding goblins is just nc
fun. The ciles of "Aieeeee l" are aJJ
that keep me coming back for more.
I don't have specific giipes witt
"Warcraft ill," because there's noth·
ing truly wrong with it; it's just nOI
original, which is sad for Blizzard
because they helped define RTS
games with the fIrst "Warcraft," and il
seems that they've pretty much flat'
lined. For my $50, a game should
have something I haven't seen before:
or at least scantily clad women, ane
let me just say for the record thai
bairy arc-women do not count.

SGA
•REps
Meeting
Friday,October:, 18

1 p.m.
SGA
Chambers
3rd Floor
MSC

.. &
invite you and a guest to a special screening.
Stop by The Current offIces at 388 Millennium
Student Center to pick up a complimentary
screening pass for two to see

IJ)
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 15th
Ronnies 20 Cine
5320 South Lindbergh
St. Louis, Mo 63126
No purchase n~ary while supplies last. Passes
avaHab!e on a first-come, first-served basts. Participating sponsor
are Ineligible. This movie is rated PG· 13 for drug and alcohol Gontent. ssxuanty. some violence and language.
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frivia night comes SHOTS looks to
to Science Center 'help students
BY MELISSA MCCRARY

StajfVlriter
On November 9, the St. Louis
cience Center will host its annual
'rivia Night. This fun night is
esigned for ages 18 and up . Most
eDple register as a team of eight
eople. Some people sign up as coules or groups of four and are then
laced at tables with other players.
The cost for Trivia Night is $10
er person or $80 for a group of
ight people. The cost of registra.on includes prizes, drinks and
oacks. Alcohol will not be served
r permitted on the premises. The
vent will begin at 7 p.m. and last
ntil 10 p.m. It will take place inside
le Science Center's Exploradome.

There will be 10 categories with
10 questions each, and opportunities
for bonus points throughout the
night. Categories will include subjects such as sports, history, music
arid movies. A sample question
could be "When did the St. Louis
Cardinals last go to the World
Series?"
The three highest scoring tables
will win prizes. The [lISt prize is a
special screening of an Ornnimax
film for the table and up to 300 of
their friends. Other prize.s include
gift certificates and special memberships. There will also be raffle
prizes, including cash, DVDs and
Blues hockey tickets. There will also
be special guest appearances, and
Tim Ezell from KTV1 Channel 2

News will help host this event. .
This is the third year that the
Science Center has hosted a trivia
night. Up to 400 peDple can participate. Last year, over 35 tables were
set up . "In previous years, the nights
have been sold out in advance, so we
encourage people not to just walk
in," Director of Communications
Beverly Pfeifer-Harms said.
Another good idea is to sign up
early because a team can then select
a good table. The doors will open at
7 p.m. , which gives tearns plenty of
time to check in and decorate their
tables.
To register for the 2002 Trivia
Night or for more information call
(314)
289-4424
or
visit
\vww.slsc.org.

lntemational performing art
series gives season of firsts
BY SARA PORTER

Senior Wn'ter
During
2002-2003,
the
Jniversity's International Performing
Ws Series will be offering a season
,f ''firsts.'' They will feature different
ypes of performers, including an actIlg troupe, acrobats and an a cappella
:roup. Later in the year they may fealIIe acts from Ireland, Greece, China,
apan, and Africa.
''Performing arts take on many
arms," said coordinator Terry
lfilliams. "We try to bring in different
Jerspectives to cultures."
The first performance is by Navan,
[ l Irish a cappella group that sings in
Jaelic. They will perform at 8:00
l.m., October 26, in the Millennium
;tudent Center..Navan's performance
vill also be the final event in the
\meriean Conference of Irish Studies
ACIS), which will be held in the
.,fillennium Student Center.
The second perfOimance that is
cheduled will feature the acrobatic
coupe of the New Shanghai Circus.

Their performance will be held at 8:00
p.m. , November 13, in the J.C.
Penney Auditorium.
The third performance is by the
Arnerican Thyme Theatre from New
York. They plan to perform two oneact Greek plays, "The Needy
Barrister," which will be in Greek and
"The Grocer's Daughter," which will
be in English. "These plays are from
modem Greek playwrights, mcxlem in
that they were written in the last 100
years," Willian1!; said.
The fourth scheduled performance
is from Habib Koite, a pop guitarist
from Mali. This performance will be
at 8:00 p.m. on February 13, in the
lC. Penny auditorium. ''I'm really
looking forward to this one,"
Williams said. "[Koite] is quite an
exceptional musician and very well
known."
Besides these four performances,
the Performing Arts Series may get
groups from Vienna, Mexico, and
Israel to perfonn. "We haven 't been
able to bring closure to their contracts
yet, but we are hopeful," Williams
said.

"The Viennese musicians are
being invited with the help of the
German Council Center," Williams
said. The other two performances are
being considered because of the popularity of the International Lecture
series. "We have an ongoing series
called 'Israel at...' This year we are
doing 'Israel at 55 years' and we. felt
that to bring in Israeli performers
would be a welcome addition,"
Wllliams said of the grouP that has
also been invited by the Jewish
Community Relations Council.
Another ongoing lecture series, the
Rolando Lara Zavala Lectures in
Mexican Studies, suggested the possibility of a show by Mexican perfonmers. "This is our fourth year with that
series, and we felt that they would be
engaging performers." Williams said.
One particular performance group
wasn't included in this year's series,
and Williams said the omission was
intentional. "We brought in two
Japanese perfOIUlance.s last year and
we felt this year that it was appropriate to hold back and bring in another
culture: ' he said.

BY MELISSA MCCRARY

Stajf Wfriter
The UM-St Louis Health Services
is putting together a new student organization called Student Health
. Outreach Teams (SHOTS).
Health Services is attempting to
get more students involved in a peer
education program to a)Sist students
who may be experiencing difficulties
at school.
The peer educators will determine
what programs that other students
would like to see on campus, such as
programs about HIV, se.x ed., health
ed., eating disorders, asthma, diabetes
and blindnes.s.
The peer educators of SHOTS will
then help the school and community
by presenting helpful information
about these topic.s.
"What I would like to see out of
this program is for it to grow," health
Educator Kathy Ca~tulik. said. "I want
to see more student participation and
to make sure that the needs of the students are met"
A student does not have to be acertain age or in a certain class level to be
involved in SHOTS. The coordinators
of this program are seeking students
of all ages, a diverse group of people
to represent the UM-St Louis student
body. Already, many students have
joined the program., but the organization is still seeking students.
"I was going to school for nursing
but then changed to pre-med." junior
June Smith said. "I think that by joining SHOTS it will give me more
experience in the health-related field,
and i enjoy educating people about
different topic.s."
Each month the group will hold
meetings to discuss issues affecting
students. Presentations will be held
around campus along with tables and
booths to promote the new organization and its messa.,oe to the students.
Other events include monthly contests
and prize-winning raffles. New ideas
will be created. t-shirts ""ill be handed
out and award incentives will be
offered.
If a person is interested in joining
this student progran1 they can contact
the coordinator, Kathy Castulik, at

extension 4657 or pick up an application from Health Services located on
the first floor of the Millennium
Student Center.
Health Services also offers a wide
variety of other services. Students can
receive immunizations, medicines,
vaccinations, pregnancy testing and
HlV testing.
The clinic assists students with
their health problems and concerns.
The office is staffed by a nurse practitioner and registered nurses who assist
in the treatment of students.
If a student does not have a medical problem but is looking for information, Health Services offers pamphlets on SIDs and contraceptives. In
addition, they have a special program
called the wellness assessment, which

features a circle consisting of six
din1ensions. The dimensions include
social, physical, intentional, emotional, spiritual and intellectual wellne-ss .
It is said that if a person obtains all of
these attributes, then the person will
have perfect health.
'1 think that U1VISL's health service department may offer more than
other colleges' by having alcohol and
drug prevention, mental health help
and crisis interventiDn," Coordinator
of the AlcoholJDrug Prevention
Progranl !vIicbelle Russell, said.
Students can make appointments
on Tuesdays and Fridays between
8:30 a.m and 5 p .m. or Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays between
8:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. The hours of
operation are subject to change due to

Mike Sherwin! TiJe Currellf

Health Services offers a wide variety of programs, services and
information to students. Thei r newest program, Student Health
Outreach Teams (SHOTS), is a peer education group that well
attempt to help students learn about topics like HIV and asthma.
Pictured is SHOTS director Kathy Castulik.
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M rallies for voters,

r10t for complainers
$290 million Holden has slashed from
the higher education budget. The organization is working closely with the
StUdent Govemment Association to
organize a student campaign against
the cuts .
Approx.ima~ely
270 students
signed the petition that will be sent to
Gov. Holden's office in an effort to
reduce the number of budget cut~.

BY KATE DROLET
. ................... ..

StaffW11'ter
:be Associated Students of the
versity of Missouri (ASUM)
ill the 2002-2003 school year with
.ssion: The last day for voter regison is October 9, and the staff of
1M is working to motivate stu:s to participate in thc upcoming
tions.
\.SUM is a professional
lying organization servthe 56,000 students of
UM System. Since the
. 2000, ASUM 's UM-St.
is chapter ~Jas been lob19 directly to state and
:ral govemments.
"ast year, the organizasuccessfully lobbied for
election reform. As a
It, students can easily
ster and vote without
:h difficulty. Also, stu:s are now able to vote
tbsentee ballot.
n addition to this major
Jmplislunent, ASUM
:ed a Student Showcase,
known as Lobby Day.
; was an opportunity for
tpUS organizations to travel to
erson City and display UMSL to
soun legislators.
110st recently, ASUM held a petidrive to halt Goy. Bob Holden's
siye budget cuts to higher educa-

voice their concems and speak with
the politicians on a more personal
leveL
The current staff of ASUM consists of Senior Communications
Director Lisa Foehner, Board of
Directors Member and SGA
Chairperson
Courtney
Stirrat,
Programming Director Shayla TUrner,
Communications Director Joel Fields
and Assistant Legislative
Director Elizabeth Grindstaff.
Students who wish to
become involved with ASUM
can sign up to work as student
ambassadors. Since the UMSt Louis chapter is relatively
young, student ambassadors
assist with voter drives and
other events. Being an ambassador is an way for students
who do not have the time to
travel to Jefferson City or who
are considering applying for a
position 'with ASUM in the
future.
"ASUM works really hard
for this school. So many of the
students who are involved
live, breathe, and eat politics
to benefit UMSL's interests
and issues," Foehner said.
Stirrar also said, "ASUM is very
active in publicizing the student
voice. The student voice is what
we're here for."
. For more information on voter
registration contact ASUM at 5165835, or visit their office in room 377
MSC.

Last year, the organization successfully lobbied
fo r an election reform.
A s a result, students can
easily register and vote
without much difficulty.
Also, students are now
able to vote by absentee
ballot.
ASUM has also organized "Lunch
with a Legislator." Several Missouri
legislators attended this event, including Senator Anita Yeckel. State
Auditor Claire McCaskill, State
Representative Tim Green and
Secretary of State Matt Blunt. During
this event, students had the chance to

\SUM is objecting to the nearly

BY BECKY ROSNER

..........· · · · St;ffvi/~-iie;······ ··· · ··· · · · ·······
A Poetry and Short Story Reading
Series will be featured at UM-St.
Louis throughout October and
November.
Poetry and fiction writer Gary
Gildner will kick off the series.
Gildner has published two collections
of short stories, a novel, a memoir and
8 volumes of poetry. He was a teacher
and writer at Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa and currently resides in
Idaho. Gildner will read and discuss
his fiction and poetry. The reading
will be held on Wednesday, October
16, at 11 a.m., in B1l6 Benton Hall.
The second event of the Literature
Series will be a fiction reading by
Roger Hart. Hart is a "linner of the
George Garrett Fiction Prize. He

Sara Quiroz!

Wmnerofthe
Sandstone Prize in
fiction, William
Cobb, will be the last
in the Poetry and
Shott Story Series.

The CU7Tfml

Kevin Korinek, junior, English, signs a petition at a rally held by
the Associated Students of the University of Missouri. The petition intends to halt budget cuts for higher education.

recently released a collection entitled
Erratic~, from which he will be reading_ Hart is an assistant professor of
history at the University of
Texas-Austin. This fiction · reading
will be held on Wednesday, October
23, at 7 p.m. It will take place in
Gallery 210 on the second floor of
Lucas Hall.
Wrnner of the Sandstone Prize in
fiction, William Cobb, will be the last
i.n the Poetry and ·Short Story Series.
For the last 10 years, Cobb has been
a writer-in-residence and professor at
the Universiry of Monti vallo. Cobb
has published fiye books and has
been writing plays for ren years, three
of which have been produd in New
York. He will be reading from his
new collection entitled "White
Tattoo." Cobb's fiction reading will
be held on Wednesday, November 6,
at 7 p.m. This event will also be held
in Gallery 210 on the second floor of
Lucas Hall.
Each reading is free and open to
UM-St. Louis students, faculty and
staff, along with the general public.
The UM-St. Louis IvlFA Program cosponsors the Poetry and Short Story
Reading Series. For more information
on any of the events call 516-6845.

MURDER,
Sara Quiroz! The Current

landa Weier, sophomore, psychology, takE'S part in the ASUM rally Wednesday.

Katie Lieser, senior, elementary education, stops by the ASUM
rally Wednesday. Behind her is ASUM member Courtney Stirrat.
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Police also warn people not to
confront suspected criminals in or
out of their horne, said
Pat
McCarricks, captain and deputy
commander of the SI. Louis County ·
Major Case Squad.
An incident like this raises concern for some UM-St. Louis students
and faculty. The City of Bel-Nor is
about a block away from the main
campus.
McCarricks went on to say that
people should always be concerned
with their own personal security and
safety.
.
If a person suspects foul play with
any · given situation, they should
report the incident as soon as possible and try to remain calm.
Even though the murder occurred
close to campus, students at UM-St.
Louis have accepted it as part of life
in St. Louis. "Despite the fact that ·
this crime has happened close to
school," Kelly Patterson said, "I
believe that crime will happen wherever you go."
The Bel-Nor police refused to
comment on the investigation or any
leads that have come about since the
murder. A press conference was
scheduled tentatively for Friday
afternoon, but there was no definitive announcement.
The village of Bel-nor is unaccustomed to violent acts such as murder.
According to a state run website,
http://www.jrsa.orgljaibg/state_data
2/missouri!m096_c.xls, there were
only eight acts of violent crime in
Bel-Nor last year. Of these, none
were murder or rape; one of the
crimes was a robbery, while the
other seven were assaults,
The Bel-Nor Police Department
is working closely with the SI. Louis
County Major Case Squad in an
e;ffort to quickly solve the murder.
. Anyone with information regarding this case is encouraged to call the
Major Case Squad at 314-389-0526.
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.Student
Andrew
Cooseman
tackles the
most difficult
track of the
climbing wall
set up by the
Army. The
Army came to
UM·St. Louis
to give the
students a
taste of Army .

Page

Mike Sherwinl Tbe Cum

First year Optometry Student Kyle Dohm rides in the Army's motion simulation van Tuesday.
Occupants sit in a pitch·black compartment watching a simulated drive through a rough offroad environment, while the van dips and curves. An emergency exit button was available to
riders who might experience motion sickness.

t~ining.

Mike Sherwin! The CUYmlI

•

The Army set up camp at UM-St. Louis last Monday and Tuesday tor Operation Hoo-ah. The recruitment effort
included a trailer full of interactive games, a virtual reality parachute Simulator, a motion simulator, and a climbing wall •
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:ounseling Services settles
nto new h ome in 126 MSC
BY STANFORD GRIFFITH
··· · · · · · ········ ···idTt~;.~i~~·cbi~/··

Counseling Services recently found a new home
its offices on the first floor of the Millennium
Ident Center.
"Originally the reason [for the move] was to

Evolution of
Sexy Brains

marily because both sexes have
located near other student services."
favored mates with high levels of creAccording to Biegen, the previous location in
ative intelligence and related menta!
427 SSB was tucked away in a private comer. But
abilities.
that very exclusion reinforced the notion that those
In many animals, like the peacock,
seeking counseling should be ashamed.
ornate
physical appendages serve as
The new location in 126 MSC allows
an indication of what scientists call
Counseling Services to work with Health Services '
"genetic fitness ." Studies have shown
on such programs as stress management, eating,
that peacocks \vith brighter plumage
weight control and healthy seXUality.
are often healthier than those with
Students seeking help selecting a career or
duller plumage. The male peacock's
major also benefit from this move. Counseling
tail therefore serves as an indicator to
Services provides career and major testing. They
potential mates of relative physical
can now work more closely with Career Services to
health
and the fitness of the individhelp students get internships and jobs related' to
BY MICAH L. ISSITT
ual's genetic complement
their interests and goals.
Science Columm:st
Human brains, like the peacock's
Biegen said that Counseling Services offers
. tail, are not easy to make. Over half of
help in a wide variety of areas, including
Compared to other animals, the human genome is active in brain
·Academic: "issues relate,fl to study habits, test
humans
have very large and complex development and therefore, Miller
anxiety and time management"
brains. We have a high c.a.pacity for asserts, brains sene as very reliable
-Normal problems in life: "relationship issues,
self-expressive mental activities like indicators of genetic health. If females
family problems" and self-actualization.
creative intelligence, romantic love judge males ;n how well their brains
·More serious concerns: "past abuse, depression
and mora! commitment. One of the work, in addition to other physical
and anxiety."
most ·interesting issues arising from health indicators, then females will be
Counseling Services is "a place where someone
mcxiern psychology and evolutionary likely to choose males with higher
can talk to someone who is objective," Biegen said.
biology is the question of how the levels of genetic health.
"We don't tell people what to do; we offer advice."
Miller argues that early humans
human brain evolved to its current
Their offices are open from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
chose
mates based on their capacity
state.
To
answer
this
question,
groups
Mondays and Tuesdays and from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
of scientists have investigated diverse for innovative thought, artistic ability,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. Students can
lines of evidence leading to the devel- creative thinking and other abilities
walk in or make appointments. The first session is
opment of several competing that seem to indicate a highly funcfree; each additional session is $10 because
tional brain. These individuals had
hypotheses.
Counseling Services is not supported by Student
The human brain is a product of greater reproductive success and so
.
Activities fees.
evolution, and as such, it is assumed passed on a greater proportion of their
For more information, call 516-5671 or visit
Mike Sherwin! tbe Curren!
that each mental ability has some genes. Evolution has therefore
http://www.umsl.edufservices/counser/.
They are now located
"survival value." This means that an favored the development of highly
individual who possesses ari ability specialized brains because they are
will be more likely to survive and more desirable to members of the
reproduce. This concept is easy to opposite sex.
In the closing chapters of his book.
understand when applied to developments like visual acuity or hearing Nhller examines the fonnation of relaactive students at UM-St. Louis, there
Therefore, I ask that The Current
capacity. but how does one measure tionships in modem society. Although
are many students who do not tmder- try to understand the context of the
the .survival value of something like people judge potential. mates on the
stand or who are not aware of the cur- fight before it rushes to judge and
basis of aesthetic attractiveness and
art appreciation?
rent or future situation. While this criticize the SGA. I ask that it work to
A unique approach to mental evo- physical health, many people report
kind of press does create awareness, ensure that all the facts and opinions
lution has been developed by that they are most attracted by a good
the misstatement of facts does not are represented. I ask my fellow stuGeoffrey F. Miller of the University of sense of humor or complementary
contribute to an educated population. dents to do all that they can to help
New r-,·lexico. Albuquerque. Miller mora! values. Miller believes that
As of yet, the Student Government this semester; write your representasuggests that we .should not be look- individuals are still instinctively
seems to be fighting this issue with tives and the governor to demand a
ing at natura! selection as the force responding to certain menta! qualities
few allies: ASUM, the Chancellor stop to the budget cuts, educate yourbehind mental development, but as indicators of genetic health and
and the administration., the University selves on the inherent problems in the
rather at the related evolutionary phe- potential reproductive compatibility.
Assembly, and the faculty and staff. Missouri budget, and above all
Even if human brains evolved to
nomenon that Charles Darwin called
While there are many things that we VOTE. It is time that the students of
be sexy, this does not mean that they
"sexual selection."
can do, it is ooly ;\lith the 16.000 Missouri had their voices heard in
Darwin noted that some animals are not also useful for figuring out
voices of the students of the Jefferson City, and it is time for the
possess traits that are not adaptive for how to survive in comple~ envjronUniversity of Missouri-St Louis that bickering among the student leaders
survival, but that do increase their ments. As complex brains evolved
real change will be accomplished. We at m,,1-St. Louis to cease.
. chances of finding and keeping mates. through sexual selectiQn·. they were
of
the
Student
Government
The classic example is the male pea- then co-opted to serve as tools for surAssociation are working incredibly
Courtney Stirrat
cock's tail. This hugely exaggerated vival. The modern human brain is
SGA Assembly Chair
hard to make students unde.rstand
structure may actually increase the equally suited to help the bearer
ASUM Board of Directors
what is at stake.
peacock's chances of becoming vive in his or her environment, as well
someone's next meal, but a good- as to find a mate and build a relationlooking tail is also irresistible to ship.
females. Males Wit!l larger, more
Over a hundred years ago, the
ornate tails hav~ an easier time finding famous biologi~t Herbert Spencer
a mate and therefore a larger propor- coined the term "survival of the
tion of their genes make it into the fittest" At that time, each trait an aninext generation, perpetuating the mal possessed was thought to directly .
cycle.
affect that organism's chances of surDr. Miller's study focuses on the vival. For years scientists have pa~sed
"self-expressiye" aspects of human on that view of evolution. In the near
behavior, such as art, morality, cre- future, evolutionary science may
ativity and love, for which research change dramatically, thanks to innovhas had difficulty determining poten- ative research like that of Geoffrey
tial survival value. In Miller's recent Miller, which seems to indicate tha~
book The Mating Mind, he suggests at least in the case of humans, it was
that human brains have evolved to not survival of the fittest, but of the
their preseJ?t level of complexity pri- sexiest.

make more room for the Center for Public Policy
Research," Sharon Biegen, director of counseling
services, said. Although the space is smaller, "it has
actually worked out pretty well for us," she said.
"We're glad to be here because it gives us a
good balance of accessibility and privacy," Biegen
said. "We have a private waiting room, and we are

temporary sign signals the new location of Counseling Services.
the first floor of the Millennium Student Center, Room 126.

I
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Ld the "majority" of the members
the board been present in the SGA
;t year, they would have witnessed
: same rhetoric from the previous
rA president. Despite all that was
ne last year, public higher educan in Missouri received an across:-board 18% budget cut, as well as
another cut of $133 in funds earLIked for capita! improvements.
is year we have certainly realized
Lt we need to do more, but what and
len are critical factors.
The first factor is that current!) the
~islature is not in session; the
'ssouri Genera! Assembly returns
January. Now is not a time for
Jtest marches on Jeffcrsun City.
)w is a time for education, and
~anization. It is a time for all of the
)uPS on campus to come together

with administrators, staff and faculty.
It serves no one at UM-St. Louis. or
in the system, to work against one
another. We must work against those
in the statehouse and the legislature
who do not value public higher education.
In addition, it must be noted that
the Student Government A.ssociation
and the Executive Committee are not
protesting fee
increases;
the
University must do whatever lleceBsary to suriive. We are protesting the
specific targeting of higher education
by an "education" governor. We are
protesting that public schools with a
mandate to provide access to all
Missouri citizens are asked to bear a
disproportionate burden of the budget
cuts.
Finally, while there are many

sur-

Have you thought •
about the

•

Incentives in

a i ornia?
California has more financial and
professional development incentives
than any other state to assist the starting
teacher in a new career.

.~!..~.~~~~~..!~?'!!.p.qe.~.?. . . . . . ...... .. . . . .
The "largest and most important"
project thus far, Beattie mentioned,
was when she and Mcllvaney recently gave a pn;sentation to the
Missowi Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, requesting
national recognition for Jefferson
Barracks. Jefferson Barracks is currently included on the National
Registrar of Historic Places and has
been since 1972 but only on a statewide basis. Their proposal received a
unanimOllS vote and is now seeking
approval in Washington, D.C.
What does the future hold for
Jefferson Barracks? The plans, if
accepted, " . . .are to create an innovative museum complex where hun-

You chose to become a teacher to make
a difference in the lives of children.
But when you choose your first teaching
position, shouldn't it be one that can make
the difference of a lifetime for you?

dreds of thousands of visitors will
discover the rich history of the base
and find a renewed appreciation for
the dedication and sacrifices of fellow citizens who have passed
through Jefferson Barracks on their
way to fight the nation's battles."
John D . Havens is the Adjutant
General for the Missouri National
Guard and is extremely eager to
have the project accepted. He stated
in the project's publication that "The
legacy of countless soldiers who
have passed through the gates will
be lost forever unless we step forward and accept the challenge and
opporttmity to preserve this wonderful past."

California has just signed into law the largest education budget in th~ nation's history,
and many of the dollars are earmarked for financial incentives to make it easier for
you to get here - and stay here. A variety of grants, bonuses, iocome tax credits and
home loan assistance programs are offered by districts looking for the best and
brightest teachers.
And inside the classroom, you'll receive outstanding support from state-funded
professional development programs.

Bring your teaching degree t o California

Pregnant?

at

Our commitment to education translates into real benefits for teachers: Starting salaries
$34,000 to $44,000 for first year teachers; up to $19,000 in grants for education loans; no-moneydown mortgages with low interest rates; and other incentives for teachers in areas of high need.
We need you in California. It's easy to get here.
For more information, visit our
website atwww.calteach.com or call

1-888-CaITeach (888-225-8322).

CalTeach

Left Coast. Right Job.
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az piariist to visit UMSL
BY SARA PORTER

.······· .... ·.... · X ·& ·E ·k~ocidiie···· ....·. ··· ..····
Jazz pianist and composer James
Carney will perfonn at a free concert
at 7:30 p.m., October 15, in the
Century Room of the Millennium
Center.
"[Carney's music] is refreshing,"
said Don Parker, associate professor of
music. "He takes concepts that we are
often familiar with and gives [them] a
contemporary feeling. "
, "Carney foll6ws through with the
tradition of jazz," Parker said. "It's a
little of the new with the old."
Parker met Carney at a meeting of
International Association pf Jazz
Educators (IJAE) in 2001. The two
encountered each other at the
American ' Composers Forwn. and '
started a discussion. Carney was planning a tour of'New York City and was '
looking at other stops. "Camey was
looking for places that allowed hin;, to
play his music, so we worked out the

details," Parker said. P~er then sug- year. He has won many awards,
gested the idea of inviting Carney to including the 1999 Thelonious Monk
VM-St. Louis to Student Activities International Composer Award, a
Director Orinthia Montague, who California Arts COlU1Cil fellowship for
approved.
2000, an American Composers Forum
Besides the concert, Carney will "Subito" grant in 2001 , and Best Jazz
also be hosting a free discussion that . Artist from the 2002 "LA Weekly"
same day from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. Music Awards .
Besides Carney's perfonn nce. the
"Carney will talk about his compositions and how he came up with them," music department will also feature a
free COnceIt on October 7 featuring
Parker said.
Carney will also give a free lecture Indian tabla player Dom Sandip
on the business side of music from a Bunna. Parker describes tabla as
perfotmer's perspective.at 12:00 p.m. "Indian classical musi.c with western
on October 16 in room 205 of the society."
Parker believes that COllcerts like
Music Building. "I am hoping that
[students] will see some avenues for Carney's and Burma's expo. es stutheir own experience in music and · dents to a wide variety of music.
. education and ' see the real world,"
"The goal with what we are doing
Parker said. '"This is a man who makes in the jazz department is to expose the
his living as a player."
community to wide vari.ety of people
Carney began his musical career they ' may not have experienced,"
studying both rock and classical Parker said. "We get hundreds of calls
music, and by 1986 he had moved to 'from [musicians who want to perstudying jazz. He has released ·three form] but I try to limit them based on
albwns, his most recent being what we are trying to reinforce in the
''Threads,'' which was released this classroom."

a

When ' it comes to opportunity, our coverage is
complete. For more than 50 years, GMAC has been a
leading provider of auto. RV, and motorcycle
insurance. You'll ha~e the opportunity to work for a
company that values initiative, original thinking,
and albout cooperative effoJ;t. Join us today in our
rapidly growing Call-Center Unit in St. Louis.

Part·time Customer sales Agents
We are currently seeking PT sales professionals to join our growing team. This'
position requires 1-2 years of sales and/or customer service experience, preferably
in a call center environment and/or insLl((lnce setting. Additional requirements
indude PC skills. and the ability to handle a high volume of inc.oming calls..
Part-time hours-must · be abLe to work untiL 8pm M-F with occasional
Saturdays from a-5pm.
Representatives from GMAC Insurance wiLL be on campus W~dne$day,
October 16, Ipm-Spm at the Student Center, 2nd Floor
Please step by to learn more about our exciting part time opportunities.
GMAC offers an exc.ellent benefits package for part-time positions that includes
comprehensive paid training program; competitive salaries; GM vehicle
discount; 401(k) with employer match; and a business casuaL dress code. For
immediate consideration, please send your resume to: GMAC Insurance Personal
Lines, One GMAC Insurance Plaza, Earth City, MO 63.045; Attn: Human
Resourtes; FAX: (314) 493~114; or E-mail: STLResume1@GMAOnsurance.com
All candidates offered emplDyment will be required to successfully com plete a
drug screen and criminaL back!!.round check. EOE, M/ F/D/V

•
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R-women swamp Eagles
BY WILL
.......................................

MELTON

· · · · ·St'Cijfwrii~···

...................................... .

goaL
When asked about the performance of Southern
Indiana Mathison said, "I think they're actually a pretty
good tearn. We just really played an excellent game today.
I can' t say anything bad about them at all. They played
well." De La Salle faced twenty' shots on goal andrecorded eight saves.
.
This rai~h the Ri verwomen' s record to 7-5 overall and
3-2 in their conference. Mandy Meendering and Katie
Huelsing turned in strong perfonnances in the midfield.
As Mathison said, "Mandy played a really good game
and Katie played a really good game in the middle."
The Riverwomen 's next game is October 8, at 7 p.m.
They are scheduled to take on Lindenwood in a home
game. The Lady Lions of Lindenwood are coming into
the game with an 8-0-1 record . .

"It's starting to really come together. They're gelling
really nice rigp.[ now," assistant coach Mike Mathison
said ,about the Riverwomen' s win on Friday night
October 4. That makes three straight for the women's soccer team raising their season record to 7-5 .
On October 2, the Riverwomen traveled to the
University of Indi~apolis where they picked up a hard
fought 2-1 win in double overtime against the
Greyhounds. Arnie Jones scored late in the second half
off an assist from Jamie Drabek. Tania Valverde scored an
unassisted goal to tie the game 1-1 with just less thap ten
minutes to go in regular play. The score would stay 1-1
until time expired . The · first tenminnte overtime period went scoreless. Five minutes into the second
overtime Lindsey Siemens got a pass
to Katie Buelsing who scored the winning goal.
Friday night's game pitted the
Riverwomen against The Screaming
Eagles of Southern Indiana. They
came into town with a 5-4 record.
Lindsey Siemens scored her first goal
of the night at the 2:45 mark off a pass
from Sonya Hauan. Six minutes later ·
Siemens was on the attack again. After
taking
a
pass
from
Mandy
Meendering she charged the net.
Southern Indiana senior goalkeeper
Aude de La Salle came out to stop her
but Siemens blew right past her and
blasted her second goal of the night to
Kevin Ottleyl Tbe CUminl
put the Rivef\vomen on top 2-0. That
ended up being ' the [mal score. The
rest of the game was a defensive bat- UMSL Midfielder Katie Huelsing tries to evade her Southern
tle. The Riverwomen's defense Indiana opponent in an almost choreographed motion. "I think
swarmed the Screaming . Eagles they're actually a pretty good team. We just really played an
attackers allowing only seven shots on excellent game today," Assistant Coach Mike Mathison said.

~~.~~~:s..:s..I.~ .~.~J~?~p'q$.~.? ............................................................. . .......................................................... . ..................... .
"Some say, 'I'm feeling down but
I don't know if I have depression.' We
will have pamphlets and infOImation,
so if they are confused they won't
be."
For the visitors who might be COlltemplating suicide, Lauren said that
the psychological service would suggest immediate help. "We find out
how severe tbe suicidal thought, are
depending on if they have a plan,"
Lauren said. "If it is severe and they
have a plan" e will call for some further help."
Community
Psychological
Services i. a resource for people in
the community seeking ounseling

I s life

help. They operate on a sliding scale
and perform such services as therapy
and testing for learning disabilities.
Like the student oriented Counseling
Services, there are no psychiatrists on
staff. just therapists and counselors.
Last year Psychological Services
screened ten people. Lauren hopes
that this year more people will come
if they feel that they need screening.
"HopefuUy people come in who need
help," she. aid. "Hopefully we can
refer them to someone who can help,
and hopefully they wiU go."
Be. ides depress ion screening,
P ychological Services Vv;U ~tlso test
for Anxiety Disurders, including

Generalized Anxiety and Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder. This is the
first year that they have done anxiety
screening, but Lauren feels that this is
important, too. "70% of people with
depression also have an.xiety," Lauren
said.
Lauren said that screening is
important for early detection, before
depression affects a Person's life. "If
you have a cold, you will take a pill
before it affects your entire body.
Sanle with depression. Some people
wait until it affects every aspect of
their lives. We try to make sure that
depression doesn't affect. your entire
life."

"\-V"eighin.g you dovvn ?

18 if the 61ueB or

i8 if depreooiof} ?

National Depression
Screening Day
Thursd a y , October 10 , 2 002
Free and Confidential

Depression Screenings will be available
. at the fo llowing locations
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.:

MILLEN NIUM CENTER - Second Level
COUNSELING SERVICES - 126 MSC

4 -5 p.m.:
5-7 p.m.:

MARILLA C HALL LOBBY
PROVINCIAL HOUSE RESIDENCE HALL

Evening Screenings
by appointment: 516-5711

O ctober 17
6 p.m .
Pilot Ho use

On-line at http://www.u msl.edu/services/counser

Sponsored by Counseling Services
126 Millennium Student Center

Serving Students, Faculty

and Staff
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds a re F.REE!!
(314)
516·5316

CLASSIFIED
RATES '

OtiJe;wise. classified adt>ertising is $10for 4fJ trords or fewer in siraig/Jt lex/jarlllat. Bold and CAPS leiters are free.
All classifieds must be prepaid ~' dJeck /lionel' order or credit card. Deadline is 3 p.m. on the Thursday prior to publication
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http://thecurrentonline.comads@thecurrentonline.com

$ports Officials
SPORTS OFFICIALS needed for
intramurat flag footb~ll, soccer,
floor hockey & volleyball this
semester. Afternoon and evening
games. Pays $7.50/game.
Knowledge of and interest in the
sport is required. Apply in the
Rec Sports Office, 203 MT or call
516-5326 for more info.

LIFEGUARDS
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS
needed for UMSL Indoor
Swimming Pool this Fall.
Afternoon, evening & weekend
hours availabie. Pay is $6.15 per
hour.' AppJ.y in the Rec Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain.
Call 56-5326 for more info.

YMCA ChUd Care
Add experience to your resume!
Now hiring Site Dir. & Site Asst.
South County & Jefferson County
areas. M-F, 15-34hrs.lwk.
Competitive wages, Benefits, .
flexible hours. GREAT hands on
expo EOE M/F IDlY.
Call (314) 849-4668 x248.
Part-time office work in
Kirkwood insurance office.
Insurance experience helpful but
not required. $8.00/hr-no
evening or weekend hours. Call
314-821-0308 or 314-821-1956.

M AKE

$320

PER WEEK!

Sunchase Ski & Beach
Breaks
Sales Rep. positions available now.
Largest comm issions. Travel Free!
1- 800-SUNCHASE
wW'w.sunchase.com

..

";;,

Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's ttl Student Tour
Operator, Sell Trips, Eam Cash
Travel
Free,
Information /
Reservations Call 1-800-648-4849
or visit VNM'.ststravel.com.
Looking for other ex-problem drinkers to share wisdom,
strength and hope and establish
an AA meeting on campus. If
interested please call Sean S. at
636-925-0501 .

Pool table for sale
In mint condition and just a year
old. Includes two cue sticks, two
chalk cubes, rack, brush, manual,
and balls. Will take $200 or best
offer. Call Britany at 223-7525.
A # 1 Spring Break
Look no further!! It's FREE in
2003. 2 Free trips/ free parties
wi MTV. Free meals/free drinks.
Hottest destinations. Hottest
Parties. Caribbean, Mexico,
Florida, Padre. Most reliable company. Lowest price guarantee!!
www.sunsplashtours.com1 -800426-7710.
2000 Jeep Wrangler Sport
4.0L 6 cyl - MPI Alarm, sounD 'SYstem, cd player, soft top, custom
bumpers, custom side steps.
Good condition. 314-576-5445.

Misc.
Like to Bowl?
Join our Intramural League
(Sept. 11 - Nov. 20) Wednesdays 3
p.m. - 4:30 p.m. at North Oaks
Bowl. Only $1.25/week for 3
games. 2 guys and/or gals per
team. Register in the Rec Office
203 Mark Twain by Sept. 11.
National Day Against
Police Brutality
. The Coalition Against Police
Crimes .and Repression are sponsoring a March & Rally at 4 p.m.
on Tuesday, October 21 at Tucker
Blvd. & Park. March will proceed
from 12th Street to Police
Headquarters, City Hall and end
at the Convention Center.
Speakers will include family
members of police terror, community leaders and others. For
more information, call 454-9005.

Roommate Wanted
Non-Smoking, Female wanted to
share three-bedroom house in Old
Town Ferguson. Safe neighborhood only three miles from UMSL
campus. Please call Paula
(314) 503-2212.
Roonvnate wanted for nice
house in St. Ann (close to campus). You get two rooms w/pJivate bath. Washer . ryer in basement. Utilities incl. $400/
month. Call Scott. 314-733-0948.
Apartment for sublease
3BD/2B apt. available for sublease in January. Located at
Lindbergh and Olive Blvd .
Swimming pools (indoor and outdoor),' hot tub, exercise
machines, laundry facilities ,
storage, small balcony
$900/month plus $50-$75 utilities. Call (314) 994-3224.

For Sale
Truck for sale. 19$6, haHt on 4x4 Dodge Ram. Standard
5-speed transmition, V8, elec. tronic locks and windows , tHt
steering, cruise control, cd player, running board, hitch receiver,
4 new tires. 124,800 miles.
$9,000. Contact Michele at (636)
239-1111 at ext. 209.

<

Bartender Trainees Needed
$250 q day potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 144

Music Fans

~

··

when you can gear up for
signing up, that's mLife

••

..

I I
·.

1991 Honda Accord $1200
B.a. One owner, 2DR, 4 cyl,
5-speed manual, maintenance
records available , some body
damage, high miles. Can be seen
ttose to ' campOs. 452-m 9.

88 Mazda, 125,000 miles, 4
door, red , sunroof, cd player,
excellent condition. Call 314540-3586. $1,800.
9 1 Red Lumina 3.1, V-6, 4d r , 14Ok, auto, rebuilt 10k ago,
cold AlC, alloy whls, PL/PW,
runs/ looks good, few fl aws, want
$1500.
Contact
Jim
at
jimtheclarkster@hotmail.com or
314-365-1274.
89' B uick Lesabre, LTD. 4-

door automa tic , clean and good
condition, power everything, air,
104k, fairly new tires , well taken
care of and nice. $1500.
Call 314-830-4653 for info.

2000 Hyund a i Elantra, 4door, charcoal grey, automatic,
PL, PS, anti lock brakes, great air
conditioning, moon roof, 39,XXX
miles, looks and runs great! Only
$7,995. Reply to casml@earthlink. net.

96 Navy blue c amaro, V6
3.8 Liter, Automatic, Rear Wheel
Drive, Air Conditioning. Power
Steering, Power Windows, Power
Door Locks, Tilt Wheel, Cruise
Control, AM/FM stereo, compact
disc system, CD ChangerlStacker,
Dual Front Airbags, ABS (4wheel), inside black leather,
power seat, t-bar roof. Inside a
outside excellent condition, four
new tires, excellent mechanical
and clean engine. $8,900. Call
603-1545.

Prime Real Estate for Sale
Don't waste your money and time
on ads that don ' t work. Call
(314) 516-5316 to place your
display ad in The Current today.

Buya phone and a qualified AT&T Wireless Calling Plan for $39.99 or more a month and
get Unlimited Night & Weekend minutes for life~ 400 Anytime Minutes, and your cho ic e of
free gear. From fresh stytes to the latest tech gadgets, choose from Levi 's jea ns, DV Ds,
Loews movie passes, CD players and more- just for signing up! Check out al l t he stuff at
attwireless.com/gear.
"Unlimited Night and Weekend minutes available with a two-year contract for as long as you remain on the same plan.

.0:.

***ACT NOW!
Jamaica. Bahamas. Acapulco,
Florida & Mardi Gras. TRAVEL
FREE, Reps Needed. EARN$$$.
Group.J:!isc~nts for 6+ .
1-888-TH INK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)1

visit attwireless.com/gear

~ AT.T Wirel ess

Guarantee ttl e best spring break
prices! South Pad re, Cancun,

•

Midwest marketing company is looking for college student~
to assist in concert promotion. Internship position.
;
Requires posting flyers and going to shows to pass out tly- ~
ers. Velocity Marketing. 866-716-9693.
.:

or

1994 Toyota Tercel, $1999!!
149, xxx miles. Radio cassette,
2door, blue , 4 speed manual, new
starter, new brakes. Runs & looks
great, clean . Call Thebe @ 31472.9- nZ6 / page 4Z4-0936.

·

..

~

.. .

1:12002 AT&T Wi rel .... All Rights Re.s~ Requires purchase of • new phone >n<l ~ ""tMtion on • qualified plan after Aug"" 1.2002. " od;, appro",,!. , $36 Activation Fee.
oo~ or rwo--year ~rf!ement. a.nd up to 1. $17S canc.eJIOiItion fee. P3.rtid panu must be at le4lst La yean o ld. enroUed in ... two- or foor -yeiiJ,f college . ot oo hav~ a >r.a1 id e ~rroil addren
and Internet 3CCI!.SJ. ?ro&l"Im I VilIJab)e o nty to custOmerS th.at actiVate se..-vite ~t attwirelHt.com or at ~('tidp.lting AT&T W -ireJe.s.s Sco r~ o r Authorized Dealers tn selec t .
dt.i~s, ~r .o1Ydab.e for 3 Ii.mited time. f7rr:clpants mu-Sl t"eI1U in on sel"Vlc.e for u least 30 d.ay1. arter 3c-tivation in order to recei'le: choice o f gear. C o mple te Guide lines and
<fescriptio n of ga r o ffared tn progrlm ~v.Vhble. a.t attWireli!S~Lcom 'geU'. Partkjpa.nts a re boun<;f by the Ge,neral Terms and Conditions. rate plan and promotio nal macet"ials.

www.springbreakdiscoul1ts.com

:
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World leader comes to UM-St. Louis

Mary Robinson speaks on peace
BY BECKY ROSNER

StaffWn'ter
On Wednesday, October 2, Mary
Robinson, human rights leader and
former president of Ireland, presented
a powerful lecture entitled ''World
Peace in Relation to 9/11" in the
CennU)' Room of the Millennium
Student Center at UM-St. Louis.
Prior to the lecture, Robinson was
presented with the UM-St. Louis
Global Citizen Award by the Center
for International Studies. This award
honors individuals who are "dedicated
.to the values of global citizenship."
, The award was inspired by John
Dill, former president of the
Chancellor's Council and retired president and CEO of Mosby, who was
looking to spotlight Chancellor

Blanche Touhill's commitment to
"internationalizing" the University
through the work of the Center for
International Studies. 'The Global
Citizen Award is given to a small number of people on campus," said
Earnonn Wall, Irish studies associate
professor,
Ths Global Citizen Award is only
the fifth ever given out by UM-St
Louis' Center for International
Studies, Chancellor Touhill's strive for
diversity on campus has lead to this
award. According to Touhill, '''There
are nearly 1,000 international students
on campus from over 100 different
countries," This number has increased
nearly three times since 1991, when
the Chancellor proposed to internationalize the campus.
The Chancellor introduced Mary
Robinson with much enthusiasm, and

the speaker was met with a IS-second
ovation. "A global citizen demonstrates a vision of the world as it
should be and promotes peace,"
Touhill said.
From 1969 to 1989, Robinson
serVed in the Irish Upper House of
Parliament. In 1990., she was elected
as Ireland's first female president and
served until 199'Z.
Of her historic election, she said, ''1
was elected by the women of Ireland,
who instead of rocking the cradle,
rocked the system." In 1997, she was
appointed United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights and
served until September of this year.
Robinson's lecture began with the
statement "Each of us remembers
where we were when 9/11 happened."
She related. a story in which she
was on a boat with her brother, look-

Sara QulroV 'Ibt Cum:,'J

Mary Robinson, former president of Ireland, spoke on ''World Peace in Relation to 9/11" at the
Century Room of the MSC. Robinson received the UMSL Global Citizen Award by the Center for
International Studies. Robinson was greeted by the crowd with a 15-sec~nd ovation. After her
speech, a reception, featuring Greek cuisine, was held in her honor.

ing at a sculpture of Christ's resurrection. She believes that these attacks
were crimes against humanity.
Robinson said that she became disappointed in our country after 9/11
because human rights were forgotten.
She referred to Eleanor Roosevelt
frequently during the lecture because
of her admiration towards Roosevelt
and her moves towards human rights.
'The only way to support standards is
to oppose them," Robinson said.
This year on 9/11, Robinson was
invited to speak. at tbree places, one of
which was Washington, D,C.
However, she ended up at a Protestant
cathedral in Geneva, which was
packed with inter-religious people.
She was asked to make the second-tolast statement of the memorial.
After much thought, she decided to
read a poem called "From Republic of
Conscience." The last line of the poem
is "and no ambassador would ever be
relieved." These were the last words
that Mary Rohinson ever spoke as
Commissioner, and the verse is still
etched in her mind.
After the lecture a discussion session was open to anyone with questiODS. Members of the audience asked
questions ranging from sanction issues
to ratification of the conventions.
One person asked why she was
retiring. Robinson said that she had
actually stayed on an extra year, but
her family wanted her to return to
being a general citizen again.
Robinson ended the night by noting that the worst problem with
human rights is absolute poverty and
that the world is a very risky place
right now.
The public was able to enjoy
refreshments and chat one-on-one
with Mary Robinson at the reception
that took place after the lecture. "She
strikes me as someone I admire very
much; she's always been a great
ambassador," said Wall. '1t was a fantastic coup for us to have her here on
campus."

Mary Robinson's lecture was s,p onsored by Office of Stlfdelnt Ute,
the University Program .B oard, the Center for International
Studies, and the Chancellor's Office. :She was given the Global
Citizen Award by UM-St. Louis. This award honors individuals who
are "dedicated to the values of global ,cjtizen~hip."
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Your Guide to Cultural, Athletic, Recreatio aI,
and Social Activities on the UM-St. Louis Campus

AALC LECfURE SERIES
PROF. ADEll PATIDN

Topic: Educational Leaders.hip
Tuesday, October 8
MSC Century Room C
11 a.rn. to 1:30 p.rn.
WEDNESDAY NOON LIVE

Wednesday, October 9
The Pilot House
11 a,m. to 1:30 p.rn.
This week: singer/songwriter Val Goodrich
perforrns original work in the Pilot House.
SUBS AND SOUL FOOD

Every Wednesday from 11 :30 a.ill. to 1 p.m.
Nonnandy United Methodist Church,
across from UMSL, on Natural Bridge.
Contact Miriam Bick, peer minister, at
Liquidlov4@aol.com or Rev. Roger Jespersen at 5833000. Join us for food, conversation and prayer.
SOCCER EXHIBmON:

UMSL FACULlY VS. STUDENTS
Friday, Oct. 11
Mark Twain
2 p.m. to 5 p.m:
The faculty won last year - can they do it again?
Root for your favorites. For more infonnation or to
sign up, contact Kayla at Kayla1 026@aol.com
EXPERIENCE ST. LoUIS

Apple Picking at Eckert s
Saturday, October 12
Bus will leave MSC at 12 and return about 3 p.m.
Bring friends and family to a great St. Louis tradition.
Pick your own apples (only 59 cents/pound).

HYPNOTIST DR. GARY LAUNDRE'

Thursday, October 17
The Pilot House
6:30p.m.
Noted author and behavioral therapist Gary latmdre', Ph.D.,
brings authenticity to the often mistmderstood
phenomenon of hypnosis.
EXPERIENCE ST. LoUIS

VILLAFEST

Thursday, October 24
7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Villa Courtyard (in the Provincial House)
This is a costume party/canned food drive;
entry fee is $2 or 2 cans without a costume, $1 or 1
. can with a costume. For more information
contact Daron at daron.dierkes@jtmo.com.

Darkness and more!
Friday, October 18
Bus leaves MSC at 7:30 a.rn. and returns at 12:30 p.m.
Get all 3 hatmted attractions for only $10 (usually $32.50)!
Limit 2 tickets per student.
. Limited Seating available on the shuttle .
($5 refundable deposit for the shuttle only),
so sign up early!
EXPERIENCE ST. LoUIS

Babler State Park - Horseback Riding 101
Saturday, October 19
$10 refundable fee reserves bus seats, covers
admission for horseback riding and ltmch.
Bus leaves MSC at 8:30 a.rn. and returns at 1 p.m.
Sign up in the Office of Student Life.
PICK YER PuMPKIN

Saturday, October 23
MSCPatio
Stop by for cookies, cider and free pumpkins
to all campus organizations.
SPA DAY

The Pilot House
Thursday, October 24
11 a.rn. to 2 p.rn.
Massages, facials and more. Sign up early to guarantee
yourself a relaxing massage, facial, or hand treatment.

ExPERIENCE

St. LoUIS

SIX FLAGS

Fright Fest
Saturday, October 26
Bus leaves MSC at noon and returns
at 9:30p.m.
$10 fee includes bus ride and adrillssion.
Sign up in the Student Life office ASAP; seating apd
tickets are limited.
EXPERIENCE ST. LoUIS .

GREAT SKATES
Wednesday, October 30
.
Bus leaves MSC gravel lot at 8:45 p.m. and
returns about 11;15 p.rn.
$5 includes transportation and skates.
COSTUME AND JACK-o-LANrERN CONTEST

Thursday, October 31
The Pilot House
11 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Great prizes for the best costwnes and fOr
the caD;1pus organization with the
best carved jack-O-1antem.

